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seeks to be sensitive to the different learning styles of the students. Particular attention has been paid to
the special needs to those for whom English is a second language and also to cross-cultural

The lessons and activities have been designed to integrate literacy skills (reading and writing) with verbal
communication (speaking and listening). Each lesson contains each of these components. The module also

resolution skills.

preferences. The goal and objectives provide a framework in which to work and focus upon conflict

The module is intended to be flexible and adaptable to each company's particular needs. Activities may be
restructured around company materials resources, or according to the trainer's teaching style and

the benefit of the company and its employees.

This module seeks to provide understanding and skills for handling workplace conflicts in
constructive and creative ways. It attempts to forge a partnership between employees and supervisors in
creating a new workplace community in which conflicts can be resolved, managed, and transformed to

An Introduction

Instructor's Manual- To Help You on the Job

Resolving Conflicts

Instiuctoes

8

Overhead projector
Flip chart/Whiteboard
TV Monitor/VCR

Equipment

Copyright C) 1996 by

Coaslrunity

College District

The I Love Lucy Collection, volume 23: 'Redecorating the Mertze's Apartment'.
Fox Video Inc., Beverly Hills, CA., 1994
The Different Drum: Community Making and Peace,
M. Scott Peck, Simon & Schuster, Inc; New York, 1987
Abbott & Costello: Who's On First".
Burbank Video, Burbank, CA., 1990
The Honeymooners: "Greatest Battles'.
M PI Home Video, 1989.
Chicken Soup for the Soul, Jack Canfield and Mark Victor Ansen,
Health Communication, Inc.; Deerfield Beach, Florida, 1993
'Seeing Another Point of View May Break the Cyde of Angel',
St. Louis Post-Dispatch; April 12 1996.
A111 Really Needed to Learn I Learned in Kindergarten.
Robert Fulgham, Villard Books, New York, 1990

Videos/Books

Transparency Markers
Flip chart markers
Indoc cards
Blank transparencies
Multicolored markers
Large poster boards

Pencils

Name tags
Paper

Materials
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Lesson 1: Identifying Workplace Conflicts H IN'ays of Resolution

resolutions in later lessons.)

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

workplace and to make notes of ways these conflicts were managed. (They will evaluate styles and more lective

Homework Assignment: Hand out the Conflict Resolution Log. Ask employees to observe conflicts in their

conflicts in their companies. (This activity has three options. Any, or all, may be adapted or omitted due to time constraints.)

In the Third Activity, employees assume a Dear Abby role as they write and respond to personal and workplace

should be previewed, and the appropriate short sections should be selected beforehand.)

resolution. Then employees watch the end of the video, see the resolution, and discuss it briefly. (The video used

video to see the conflict, but not the resolution. They are now asked to identify the conflict and to predict the

The Second Activity uses a video to engage participants in conflict and resolution. Employees view enough of the

along with possible effects of conflict resolution and nonresolution on both employees and their companies.

Employees survey results may be compiled and shared with the class. Then the concept of consensus is introduced,

It serves as a basis for small group discussion of the topic.

It introduces them to the topic: resolving conflicts.

serves a dual purpose:

resolve conflicts. After employees overview the objectives, they complete a survey (First Activity) that

Page 6
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This introductory lesson helps employees identify (1) conflicts within the workplace and (2) ways to

Lesson Description

Lesson 1: Identifying Workplace Conflicts & Ways of Resolution

Resolving Conflicts

Understand the meaning of
consensus.

Differentiate between (a) ways
of attempted resolution that help
and (b) ways that hinder.

conflicts.

14

n

rremminmer

&kW/7k

Opening- Large Group
First Activity- Large Group
Second Activity- Large Group
Third Activity- Partners (2)
Ending- Large Group

Total Time: 90 minutes

Page 7

20 min.
10 min.

20 min.
25 min.

15 min.

7 Classroom Set-up

"Common Conflicts/Common
Resolutions" (Handout 2)
"Consensus" (Handout 3)
"Giving Advice" (Handout 4)
"Conflict Resolution Log" (Handout 5)

"Conflict Resolution Survey" (Handout 1)

Handouts Ls I

V Materials Needed

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

"Common Conflicts/Common Resolutions"
(Transparency 2)
"Consensus" (Transparency 3)
"Giving Advice" (Transparency 4)
"Conflict Resolution Log" (Transparency 5)

"Conflict Resolution Survey" (Transparency 1)

7 Transparencies

"Learner Enrollment"

"Pretest°

Forms

10. Small notebook for employeegenerated glossary.
11. A Dear Abby column from the local
paper.

equivalent video.)

Purchase an I Love Lucy episode such as
Decorating the Mertzes Apartment or an

and resolution. (Recommendation:

8. TV and VCR
9. A video that depicts a simple conflict

Hardware (continued)

Materials Needed

Lesson 1: Identifying Workplace Conflicts & Ways of Resolution

5.

Transparency markers
6. Flip chart or whiteboard
7. Appropriate markers

4. Overhead projector

3. Pencils (1 per employee)

2. Paper (2 sheets per employee)

1. Name tags

T Hardware

V Materials Needed

3.

2.

1.

Identifying common workplace

By completing this lesson, employees
will work in teams to:

V Objectives
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Lesson 1: Identifying Workplace Conflicts & Ways of Resolution

Resolving Conflicts

v

Introduce the goal of this module.

Explain the objectives of todays lesson.

Distribute "Pretesr Explain that the students are not expected to know all of the answers at this

3.

4.

5.

Collect "Learner Enrollment Forms" and "Pretesr.

7.

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

Distribute "Learner Enrollment Form" and explain how to fill the form out

6.

13

Introduce yourself and welcome employees.

2.

point

Have employees sign in and wear name tags.

Page 9
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1.

Opening: 15 Minutes

Lesson 1: Identifying Workplace Conflicts & Ways of Resolution

\-1

:7 Activities

Lesson 1: Identifying Workplace Conflicts & Ways of Resolution

Resolving Conflicts
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7
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6
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4
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2

angry
Avoid the conflict
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I

Conflict Resolution Survey
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Handout 3, Transparency 3
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The general opinion or agreement of a group.
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Handout 2, Transparency 2

Yoe I

Typical Ways of Resolvim Conflicts in the kVorkplace

Common Conflicts in the Workplace

Common Conflicts/Resolutions
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Lesson 1: Identifying Workplace Conflicts & Ways of Resolution

Resolving Conflicts

CH-1, T-11

Tell employees to take their time in responding to the survey.

Distribute and project "Common Conflicts/Common Resolutions" and ask employees for input

5.

6.

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

0

Distribute and project "Consensus". Explain the meaning of consensus, and ask employees if
there is a consensus regarding "Common Conflicts/Common Resolutions".

Explain and simplify each question to help ESL employees overcome any language obstacles.

4.

7.

Distribute and project the "Conflict Resolution Survey".

3.

Lesson 1: Identifying Workplace Conflicts & Ways of Resolution

Handout
Transparency

CH-3, 1-3)

Handout
Transparency

(H-2, T-2)

Handout
Transparency

Encourage thoughtful, honest responses (assure them this information will not be used against them as

2.

employees).

Tell employees that they are going to participate in a survey.

Page 11
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1.

First Activity: 20 Minutes

Activities

Lesson 1: Identifying Workplace Conflicts & Ways of Resolution

Resolving Conflicts

Prepare the dass to look for the conflict.

Set the scene for the story. (Choose a short segment that portrays the conflict. You don't need to show the whole
video.) Explain the story line as necessary to fill in earlier scenes that participants will not see.

Lesson 1: Identifying Workplace Conflicts & Ways of Resolution

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

a S-

Play the rest of the video. Begin a short discussion on the conflict resolution in the video.

5.

21

Stop before the resolution. Ask the class to predict the outcome.

4.

ESL participants periodically, if necessary.

3. Show the video segment. Stop at natural breaks to clarify and to check for comprehension among

2.

Page 13

Job Link

Prepare to show a conflict resolution video (e.g., the I Love Lucy episode entitled Redecorating the
Mertzes Apartment or a similar video).

Second Activity: 25 Minutes

Activities

Lesson 1: Identifying Workplace Conflicts & Ways of Resolution

Resolving Conflicts

26

Lesson 1: Identifying Workplace Conflicts Ce Ways of Resolution
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Handout 4, Transparency 4
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conflicts raised.
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employees Meer Employeed concerning a company conflict and asking for a caution

Mar haff of Ms OM Acting as a spokespenon thr the company, write a letter to the

NM of the car As an employee, write a kber to your cornpany (Dear Company).
desaibrrg a conflid you are aware of and falling for a solution

ovum 2

Share your letter with another person who will give you advice. will write a solution,
and then return your letter to you

Write a short letter ailing for advice Re, a Dear Abby lenge =tailing in urn:solved
matt (either real or imagired) that you have had at wort
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Giving Advice
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Lesson 1: Identifying Workplace Conflicts & Ways of Resolution

Resolving Conflicts

27
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2.

1.

Copyright C1996 by Coast Community College District
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Follow the directions in the handout. First, have employees work in twos, each with a partner;
then divide the dass in half (Omit any part if time does not permit.)

Distribute and project "Giving Advice".

Lesson 1: Identifying Workplace Conflicts ce Ways of Resolution

23

Window

(T4.14.0
nansgensney

Third Activity: 20 Minutes

Activities

Lesson 1: Identifying Workplace Conflicts & Ways of Resolution

Resolving Conflicts V

30

Lesson 1: Identifying Workplace Conflicts & Ways of Resolution

6

5
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3

2

1
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Handout 5, Transparency 5

Date Conflict Observed

Conflict Resolution Log

Lemon I: Idenlifylre Workplace Costlier, 6' Ways of Resolution

IIIIIReolvintt Conflict

Lesson 1: Identifying Workplace Conflicts & Ways of Resolution

Resolving Conflicts

3i

Page 16
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employees that they are to bring their Logs to the next session. Explain that they are to
(a) maintain a running log throughout this whole module and beyond and (b) keep a running
Glossary of new words in their small notebooks.

they will evaluate styles and more d-fective resolutions in future lessons.)

assign the Log for homework. (Employees need only to observe and note conflicts and how they were managed;

Distribute the "Conflict Resolution Log" and project the transparency. Explain the categories and

Say good-bye.

6.

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

Remind employees of the date and time of the next session.

5.

4. Thank

33

the employees for coming. Encourage a positive attitude about conflicts and resolutions;
stress that learning conflict-resolution skills will help employees and their companies to be more
productive.

4. Tell

3.

Page 17
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Encourage employees to observe conflicts and resolutions in their workplace and in their
personal lives.

Review the objectives of this workshop

Lesson 1: Identifying Workplace Conflicts & Ways of Resolution

3

('M. WI)
TrensprencY
Handout

2.

1.

Ending: 10 Minutes

lir Activities

Lesson 1: Identifying Workplace Conflicts & Ways of Resolution

Resolving Conflicts

34

Work

At
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JobLink

Developing a Win-Win Attitude

Lesson 2

Getting Along With Co-Workers

Resolving Conflicts

33

3

Lesson 2: Developing a Win-Win Attitude

Copyright 01996 by Coast Community College District

37

The session ends with a short story and the assigment of the ongoing Conflict Resolution Log.

to workplace scenarios and then to personal applications.

The Second and Third Activities give employees practice in working out Win-Win solutions first

intentions of what they would like to improve.

styles of conflict management. After some self-analysis, employees discuss with a partner their

Employees then evaluate their own styles of managing conflict and are presented a chart with four

This lesson opens by comparing the responses of co-workers and supervisors to the surveys
assigned as homework in the last session. Next, the objectives of this lesson are introduced.

more-effective options, and provides practice in resolving workplace conflicts.

Page 20
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This lesson helps employees become aware of how they manage conflicts, introduces them to

Lesson Description

Lesson 2: Developing a Win-Win Attitude

rilResolving Conflicts

Resolve some practicaVpersonal
workplace conflicts.

Understand Win-Win solutions
as better options.

management style.

Identify their own conflict-

Lesson 2: Developing a Win-nAttitude

3.

2.

1.

By completing this lesson, employees
will be able to:

V Objectives

Lesson 2: Developing a Win-Win Attitude

Resolving Conflicts

Glossary notebooks

Lesson 1)

Transparency markers
Additional copies of Handout 5 (from

Name tags
Overhead projector and whiteboard

Pencils (1 per employee)

33

Opening- Large Group
First Activity- Large Group
Second Activity- Partners (2)
Third Activity- Sm. Gps. (3-4)
Ending- Large Group

Total Time: 90 minutes

Page 21

25 min.
25 min.
10 min.

15 min.

15 min.

Classroom Set-up

'Todays Lesson" (Handout 11)
"Conflict Resolution Log" (Handout 5 in
Lesson 1)

Workplace Conflict Scenarios" (Handout 10)

"Steps Toward Conflict Resolution"
(Handout 9)

Win-Win Graph" (Handout 7)
"Developing a Win-Win Mindser
(Handout 8)

"Management of Conflict SelfEvaluation" (Handout 6)

Handouts

V Materials Needed

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

wrodays Lesson" (Trans. 11)

Workplace Conflict Scenarios" (Trans. 10)

"Steps Toward Conflict Resolution" (Trans. 9)

"Developing a Win-Win Mindser (frans. 8)

Win-Win Graph" (Transparency 7)

"A Hole in the Boar (Transparency 6)

Transparencies

6.

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.

Hardware

Materials Needed

jobLink

Lesson 2: Developing a Win-Win Attitude

40

Lesson 2: Developing a Win-Win Attitude

Resolving Conflicts

JobLInk
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Transparency 6

INIMI6n May&

What does this have to do with you?
What does this have to do with your company?
What does this have to do with conflict resolution?

Questions to discuss and ponder:

He replied. 'Am I not drilling the hole under rny own seat? What does this
have to do with your

ait you doingr

fie other people in the boat became very concerned and said to him, 'What

Some people were sitting in a boat when one of them took a drill and began
to drill a hole under his seat.

A Hole In the Boat

7,

IteollylE
Conflict
Lesson 1: 13.1.p.ng Win-Win Attitude

41
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(T4D

3.

jobLink
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Introduce the objectives of Lesson 2.

homework.

43

Page 23

Discuss and compare the observations and enties in the employees "Conflict Resolution Log"

Project "Hole in the Boat'. Read and discuss the questions.

Lesson 2: Developing a Win-Win Attitude

42

.

Mc 4.

VIIMMINfty

the main points of the last session.

Have employees sign in and wear name tags.

2. Review

1.

Tr Opening: 15 Minutes

Activities

Lesson 2: Developing a Win-Win Attitude

Resolving Conflicts

I lewdly let other people win

utte mpg 4 du erne)

I get argry mei try to win by force

I ki otter people decide

I ji.mt mind my own businest

I try to work with people to 3rd an agitvable answer km everyone

I want everyone to sante with me

6.

7.

8

9.

10

I try to get others on my side

I go along with the other peison's ideas

13.

14.

IS.

I try to agree with everyone.

I try to look for another perspective or for an themative way

Capp* alan bCooCrarlq.... Com

41

Handout 6

Lesson 2: Developing a Win-Win Attitude

1...13 D,ing WAMIn

lathed

20. I let other people take care of de problem

_ 19.

IB.

I. I tdl my point of view and allow when to orpmes theirs

Id. I try to let a third party nrsolve the conflict

12.

I ray. You go yote way, go mine
I withdraw tetil other people corne ID int

II. I usually try to find a comptomise

If I lose, I make rure other people abo lose

S.

t I try to make sure other people win as well as myself

3.

1 I just want to avoid conflicts

I. I play to win.

How do you act in conflicts? ak hones. act Owe, e

saf.tvaanalon

Management of Conflict

111.11te1111.2
Comf11.1
WIn-Win A1110/14
Lesson 3 Deelopins

Lesson 2: Developing a Win-Win Attitude

Resolving Conflicts

1 Wert au win'

Caryl IMO tr C..aCisp usw WOO
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High

Manama

45

Handout 7, Transparency 7

Dod.ov %%An rug.

would lfite to do more of

and less of

Concern for Relationships

Accommodate
Avoidance

Wilt/Y041

Collaborate

Jowl*

-floostrou low

Dominate
1 mama low

My main style of managing a o3nfikts Ls

LOw

for noels

Concern

Nigh

cram

11.1le1.116
Comflici A
lesson 2: omlsiag WI.-WIn Atritel

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Ilmollol

Jaitink
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IH-01

4.

Distribute the "Win-Win Graph" and project the transparency. Allow for questions and

3.
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47

Ask employees to complete the bottom statements on the 'Win-Win Graph" handout and to
discuss their evaluations, their styles, and the graph with a partner.

clarification.

Distribute "Management of Conflict Self-Evaluation" for employees to complete individually.

2.

Lesson 2: Developing a Win-Win Attitude

46

Transparenta
Handout

(T.7. 14.7)

Handout
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Explain to employees that people manage conflicts differently. Tell them they will now begin to
evaluate their styles of managing conflict. Ask them to be honest about how they most often
handle conlict.

First Activity: 15 Minutes

Activities

Lesson 2: Developing a Win-Win Attitude

Resolving Conflicts

Win-Win Acctrui.

jithilt*

Camlipa *ION a Cam Cammally Cale Ologia

Lesson 2: Developing a Win-Win Attitude

43

Handout 8, Transparency 8

UmwtO Dodaphp IOW. Am.

The Supervitor needs to

lute need. to

Pedro needs to

Foe each person to win who needs to do whet

Which sohnon could be Win-Win "Anion?

What solutions can you think of for lim and hare. conflict?

What doss each pason neali

What is the canted

award until the supervisor owes act en than to pt Oak to wort

Pedro pa to the company tol room to find a tool he needs to ron,deba nub jots The tool is
rot there lam he sees that km has the reeded bol in his personal tool box Pedro gets mgry and yds
* Jim bin trio to mplain that he ho hal to use the tool several &nes that day. alto for at impotent
job Palm fee the puma of his arm denims becomes =re engrsc and demand, the toot lies
beams more ddernive and refuses to give Pecko the tool They become involved is a kngthy

Onala al Itaarlt. oxtail OM MIK Iota /Moo Mae%

reeds.

docuss the red inue or problem We have lo think about what ends poem ironed in the conflict

I =any tfe ram effeaive resolution
To fond Win-Win solution ow have lo be deo about what the real =Oct iv We love to

When brig to *mho conflict one ;tenon doo not have to be compleidy ri#t and the other
person completely wrong Tore can be mo winners! With none patience thoughtfuktest ard aeativity
we on often fen solution whidt akawn both sides to be content This k called Win-Win situation It

Developing a "Win-Win" Mindset

Leeson 2 Dm Inpini

Lesson 2: Developing a Win-Win Attitude

Resolving Conflicts v

Cara* OM 15 Cant Gamely CA. Claola

1iET1 COPY AVALABLE
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43

Handout 9, Transparency 9

lam? Dadaire an.artitana

Wdl any or al of these dep. kid o a WIn-Wet resolution? Why or otly not,

Write Me rtein fri the blanb above. (You may add additional nepa far additional partieo,
for example person C or D)
4.

Think of step; each party involved in do conflict am take

1

Name, idmtil)r, or decant the primary conflict in the blank above.

NOM en COMM

(Imps moon
or mop a con MO

alba*

2

I.

ISMS pawn A
Or group A an MY

WklvWb
Resolution

Steps Tbward Conflict Resolution

Illiodoolving Conflict
v
a Win-Win Ititalle
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List on the board (or on a blank transparency, and then project) the conflict(s) and solutions.

Allow 10 minutes. Then ask each group to share its collective thoughts and to tell whether each
group achieved a consensus.

6.

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

Introduce and distribute "Steps Toward Conflict Resolution" as a useful tool in conflict resolution
and mediation.

5. Ask the class to choose the best solution(s); then ask the class to decide if they have a consensus.
(Steps 4-5 may be altered or omitted if time is limited.)

4.

3.

Distribute "Developing a Win-Win Mindset" and project it while groups begin working

2.

Lesson 2: Developing a Win-Win Attitude

50

Handout
Transparency

(H-9, 1.9)

ft-II.114)
Tranadarency
Handout

Divide the class into small groups.
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1.

Second Activity: 25 Minutes

Activities

Lesson 2: Developing a Win-Win Attitude

Resolving Conflicts

Lesson 2: Developing a Win-Win Attitude

52

Lesson 2: Developing a Win-Win Attitude

Resolving Conflicts

What is a possible solution' Thy la um a Win.Win mindwt using the 'Steps Toward Canfiet
Resolunon than

What could you do if the first solution isn't effective'

S

4.

Cow* OK% by Coat Comnenty Cdep Dam

asaramt 10

BEST COPY AVAP AKE
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Handout 10, Transparency 10

L1101, S Dndapre a VAn-Wtri Maude

the '51eps Toward Contlia &solution* chart)

How might there be a Win-Win resolution be achieved in your situation' (Wren the sups on

What are sorne possible solutions'

Part II
Name a conflict you are having or have had, with someone at work:

What does each person in the situation need"

Name the conflictIst

2.

Part A

Don Amy. and Phillipe work in the same department. on the Day Shift When they came
in Ftiday morning they :razed the Night Shill had left several parts unfinished or with
problems This had happened several times before Resentfully. Don. Amy and Phi Ripe finished
the work and fixed the problems However this reduced their own shift's productivity Their
supervisor became angry when he saw their shift's production Though Don Amy. and Phi llipe
tried to explain the problem to their supervisor, he just said he didn't want to hear any
excuses-he wanted to see results: if they couldn't do the job effectively, someone else would.
%Then they confronted the Night Shift angrily it tumed into a huge argument with no resolve.

lead the following artualfon together. dams the epreitions with you group and write
your MUM&

Workplace Conflict Scenarios

PetnWin Attitude

11111ReolIg
Cofliet
beveloptiti

t)

Q
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3.

2.

1.

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

55

Ask employees to do Part B individually, induding Steps, and then to share their written thoughts
and answers with a partner (the same partner as in step 4 of the First Activity).

resolutions. Use the "Steps Toward Conflict Resolution" transparency as a demonstration.

List solutions on the board, and try to reach a class consensus on a Win-Win resolution or

Page 29
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Distribute 'Workplace Conflict Scenarios" and project it for the same groups to work on
(Part A). (If time is a factor, choose one scenario or use a class-generated scenario instead.)
Explain that the goal is to reach a consensus on a Win-Win resolution.

Lesson 2: Developing a Win-Win Attitude

51

Kandout
Tianwarency

0410. T.101

Third Activity: 25 Minutes

Activities

Lesson 2: Developing a Win-Win Attitude

Resolving Conflicts

410

5G

Lesson 2: Developing a Win-Win Attitude

Lesson 2: Developing a Win-Win Attitude

Resolving Conflicts

Capplipt OM,/ Cast tawasiI7 C11.01111

awing II

410

Copyrieit C1996 by Coast Community College District

BEST COPY MAILABLE

Handout 11, Transparency 11

Us. 2 Ittodepirs NM*. Mash

5.

1.

5.

2.

What did you learn today?

Today's Lesson

coIllIcI.
v
Wtn.Win Attitude

1:14e1e ping

e
IvI
Ins..

/M."

410
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Say good-bye.

4.

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

Remind the dass of the day and time of the next session.

3.

53

Encourage the continued use of the "Conflict Resolution Log" for daily observation and entry, and
now add evaluations as part of the assignment, as well continued use of new word Glossaries.

up with main points learned in today's lesson.

Review the objectives of this lesson. Distribute and project "Today's Lesson". Have students come

Page 31
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2.

1.

Lesson 2: Developing a Win-Win Attitude

53

Handout
Transparency

(14-11, 1-11)

Ending: 10 Minutes

Activities

Lesson 2: Developing a Win-Win Attitude

Resolving Conflicts

Work

At

Winning

Tools for Conflict Resolution

Lesson 3

Getting Along With Co-Workers

Resolving Conflicts

Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict Resolution

module.)

62

63
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The Fifth Activity gives special attention to particular communication conflicts presented by
class needs
English as Second Language and cross-cultural communication needs. (Depending on
the
and language skill levels, the whole or portions may be adapted, omitted, or used at the end of

speak and listen, and to evaluate their skills with a partner.

of the
The Third and Fourth Activities serve as a bridge from the previous workshop, making use
Here they have the opportunity to
employees' observations from their "Conflict Resolution Log:'

and they identify areas of desired improvement.

evaluate
effective speakers in relation to personal and company ROI. In small groups, employees
their own communication skills and their companies', they determine strengths and weaknesses,

characteristics of good listeners and
The First and second Activities help employees identify

with Abbot and
To set the tone for exploring good listening and speaking skills, this lesson opens
Costello's Who's on First? routine, a humorous dassic of confused communication.
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skills in order to sharpen
This lesson helps employees evaluate and improve their communication
the two most essential tools needed in conflict resolution: listening and speaking.

Lesson Description

Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict Resolution

Resolving Conflicts

cultures.

64

Hardware

Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict Resolution

Key

4. Name tags

1.

Pencils (1 per employee)
2. Overhead
3. Transparency markers

Hardware

C1.11

Trartsvanenct

(Recommendation: Purchase this video of
Abbot & Costello's routine or a similar
illustration of confused communication.)

Video: Who's on First?

Nandolet

04,11

Large Group

Small Groups

c
6

.1/)))(0

Discussion

5 min.

15 min.

20 min.

10 min.

20 min.

5 min.

15 min.

Page 35

Sign-in Sheet

Opening- Large Group
First Activity- Large Group
Second Activity- Small Groups
Third Activity- Individually
Fourth Activity- Partners (2)
Fifth Activity- Large Group
Ending- Individually

Total Time: 90 minutes

Classroom Set-up

"ROI/Communication Skills" (Trans. 14)
"Communication Tips" (Trans. 15)
"Communication Evaluation"
(Transparency 16)
"My First Impression" (Trans. 17)
"ESL and Cross-Cultural
Communication" (Trans. 18a, b, c,

'Think of Someone Who: (Trans. 12)
"Characteristics of a Good
Communicator" (Transparency 13)

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

~elan

Handouts

(Handout 5 in Lesson 1)

"ROI/Communication Skills" (Handout 14)
"Communication Tips" (Handout 15)
"Communication Evaluation" (Handout 16)
"My First Impression" (Handout 17)
"ESL and Cross-Cultural Communication"
(Handout 18a, b, c,
More copies of "Conflict Resolution Log"

'Think of Someone Who.: (Handout 12)
"Characteristics of a Good Communicator"
(Handout 13)

Handouts

7.

Index cards (3x5) (1 per employee)
Blank transparencies
8. TV and VCR
6.

5.

Transparencies

Hardware (continued)

lrgrapanna

Materials Needed

jobLink
Materials Needed

Transparencies

Materials Needed

1.

Identify and improve effective
speaking and listening skills.
2. make use of their communication
tools in conflict resolutions.
3. Improve communication and
understanding among employees
who are native English speakers,
employees who speak English as
a Second Language, and
employees who are from differing

By completing this lesson, employees
will be able to:

Objectives

Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict Resolution

Resolving Conflkts

Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict Resolution

613

lessons.

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

4. Introduce the objectives of this lesson in the context of the overall module

Abbot & Costello's communication problem/conflict
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and of the first two

Play Who's on First? video. (Preview the video to become familiar with it and to time it)

3. DISCUSS

2.

Have employees sign in and wear name tags.

1r Opening: 15 Minutes

Activities

Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict Resolution

Resolving Conflicts

Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict Resolution

63

Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict Resolution

Resolving Conflicts

Celly.yem Olwe by Cow Comm Calker OM.

Mandela 12

JobLInk

63
BEST COPY AVAELAUE
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Handout 12, Transparency 12

lemon I Toeb ier Coale Ilelelerve

What can be done to achieve more effective communication?

Why do you think it is so difficult?

Think of someone you have a difficult time communicating with.

What can you learn from that person?

Why do you think that person is an effective communiagor?

Think of someone who communicates well:

Think of Someone Who ...

Re.o11.1.1
CoIllot
toel ler Conli Ileseluien
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70

1.

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

7
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Project and distribute "Think of Someone Who..7. Have each employee fill out the questionnaire.
Then use the completed questionnaires to start employees thinking about the following group
work.

Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict Resolution

Handout
Transparency

(14-12. T-12)

First Activity: 5 Minutes

Activities

Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict Resolution

Resolving Conflicts

T

Conflict.

ols fo.",
r CoIlese tureen

Job Link

Coplyy 01. by Cow Conan, Co., Minn

Illamlooll 11

GOOD COMMUNICATIONI

rou mn )

Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict Resolution

Handout 13, Transparency 13

Inom I Tot bby Gnarl 1.4.non

EFFECDVE SPEAKING + SKILLED LISTENING

What makes a person a good Menet/ (LW as many Marannisms

What makes a person an effective speaker? aio as many tharaanisno as you San 1

Characteristics of a Good Communicator

Loosen 1

Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict Resolution

Resolving Conflicts

01011tIVOSI

(Positives)

ROI

(11091111VISS)

(NegatIves)

Capyry/v 019.1 by Cal Comm., Cd. Donn

Communication Skills

u4se5 II

Joblink

ELEST COPY AVAP
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73

Handout 14, Transparency 14

I.ib Teals kw Cada+ telelunen

Company

Personal

11111n.r,'
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5.

the
Ask if everyone agrees on a definition of a good communicator. If so, identify the definition on

4.

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District
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Project "ROI/Communication Skills" and distribute it. Ask for (a) personal ROI of good
communication skills (+) and (b) company ROI of good communication skills (+). Then ask for the
negative effects (-) of poor personal and corporate communication skills.

board or on the transparency. (Adapt steps 3 and 4 as needed !f time is limited.)

of a Good Communicator":, and write down the answers as given by the groups.

Have each group share its answers with the whole dass. Project the transparency "Characteristics

3.
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Distribute "Characteristics of a Good Communicator". Ask groups to discuss their answers as a
group.

Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict Resolution

74

Handout
Transparency

01-14, T-1/0

01-13. TM)
Handout
Transparency

2.

Divide class into groups of 3 or 4.

Second Activity: 20 Minutes

Activities

Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict Resolution

Resolving Conflicts

JoitInk

C91.0 151.0, Cm. Owsurny Calve Pole

=11 0

Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict Resolution

'7

0

Handout 15, Transparency 15

c_si main farad II*

611:1E1IVE IMAMS 10:111AX 11111111,10

GOOD CONIMUNICAlIONI

Try to restote the weaken min point and immure fad* asking the weaker if your
undostandng is correct
Lisbon with your eyes, face body. mind ard bout Be anent to the one spoke's
Renumber Listaing is herd work but it Lyves high mourn on your twatment

Wok,' it .virs

Never 11111Unle you understand another mon. Make sae!
Suspend your judgrnenb for the moult Idlow yourself to really consider whot the

Tan you add enotha ep for bowing skilfulyi

II

9.

it

7

Whin we are liamlne:
Look et tte person opteking ko pay attention and show repot
I.
2 Ask queseono to clarify or duck your ad:rowdily
I Isnot dirtroaing noiras peopk or evous as outdo as ponide
Don't thick about what you wart to say while the other person is weskits
4
Almys ropond to the person opteticy
Don't interrupt fonish unesuo, or huny the person looditry

t

I

I.

Try to be door end concise as to yote pont
2 Tell people madly what you vont than to blow or do.
Use words your Weeds) wil understand fAnii ootlyuy*biitotoi. eamms, or inlaid IOU
Pgy Mention to the listeners body 'avow
S.
Give your litmus a chance to respond duify or ok questions.
Make oure limners undentard your topic or coreat
tt.
Check your tone of voice NEM you soy something is to irporunt (V eat ma a/ as allot
7
you try.
Try to enunciate dearly
9
Think artfully before you spook
Rononber lust because you know whet you mean and We thick rave said 0 dearly. WIWI
10.
trey stil not know what you mean or tide/nand you.
Tan you edd anotha important ep for spooking effectivdy7

Mem you we spotionik

Communication Tips

lossn 3 Tools for Celset tttttt Jon

111111le11B Caws( lige

Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict Resolution

Resolving Conflicts

2

2.

Ustartlig

(trom 1-10)

C90. MIN 5, Gm. Comae*, Cdir LIMO

aloNa3.0 IA

ESTCOPYAVALLE
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7

Handout 16, Transparency 16

Waal 5 11.10r Cade!! Malan

Which communication still does your company need to Improve the most?

How would you rate your company, overall corromatication

What would you mad lila to improve?

What areas seem to be your swamies?

What okra seem to be your ntrengths?

Opeonek How would your spouse or a dose friend rate you in each of these categories? How
about a co-worker lbw supervisor? Cell teen% or dePattlototT

9.
10.

9.

a
10.

7.

7.

5.

S.

6.

4.

4

3.

I.

I.

11211100,10

10 NO:

Rate yourself on each inn from the Communication Tips Enter a raimber between 1 (Jowl and

Communication Evaluation

ILIEltesolvins
Conflict v
tonee 3 Tools for Conflist 1100.1011n
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3.

Distribute and project "Communication Evaluations". Have employees read and complete

2.

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

73

Discuss what each employee can do to improve her or his speaking and listening skills. (An
option for limited English speakers might be the introduction of useful "Feelings/Emotions"
vocabulary.)

individually.

Distribute "Communication Tips", project it, and read it aloud, darifying points as necessary.
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1.

Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict Resolution

73

TransparencY

01-16. Mal
Handout

DI-15, MS)
Handout
Transparency

Third Activity: 10 Minutes

Activities

Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict Resolution

Resolving Conflkts

Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict Resolution

0

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Date

Style
Ceanhati ADMInOr

How Conflict
Was Managed
Mln-Viln,

Handout S

A More-Effectlye
Resolution

JobLink

UEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Handout 5, Transparency 5

Conflict Observed

Conflict Resolution Log

Lesson I Identifying Workplace Conflicts & Ways of Resolution

=Resolving Conflict

Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict Resolution

Resolving Conflicts

6
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(Employees who haven't done their homework can tell events from memory.)

Have employees use their "Conflict Resolution Log" and choose one event to tell a partner.

4.

3.

Copyright 01996 by Coast Community College District

83

instruct partners to reverse their roles and then repeat steps 1-3 (may be adapted for time constraints).

Direct the partners to work together (a) to evaluate their communication effectiveness (based on
their understanding the main point, the important facts, and the correct sequence) and (b) to rate
themselves on a scale of 0 ("no understanding") to 10 ("complete understanding").
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2. ASk the partners to listen carefully, write simple notes if they wish, and then say back what has
been spoken.

1.

Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict Resolution

Handout

Tninspreney

1T4.1141

Fourth Activity: 20 Minutes

Activities

Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict Resolution

Resolving Conflicts

Conflict

My First impression

Noel. tor Cant,. Igtolutoon

JobLbik

Copy,ty Cirro by Coos Connyoyry Ca, Dyrna

Ilas.deet 57

Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict Resolution

s

Handout 17, Transparency 17

I.,..i Scab kw Cabin Lidunon

embarrassed and left. Tve never forgotten my first day in the U S

everyone looked at me and laughed They said. Nest time. don't do it again I felt

asked again What do you want' I repeated. A Coke can. a Coke in can. Then

this and got scared. No cocaine sold here! he said The cop came over to me and

hamburger and Coke can He said. What. cocaine! The mark shop owner heard

heard my order looked at mc and asked. What do you want' I said. A

order A hamburger and coke cart A cop was standing by the order window. He

hungry. so I stopped by a hole snack shop to get something to ear I gave my

lonely when I got home On my first day here. I walked down the street. I felt

I came to the US in i986 My first impression was that I felt freedom. but

ltesen

Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict Resolution

Resolving Conflicts

Joblink

An,

5.

Be wiling to repeat your words as many times as needed until communication happens.

3.

tura! Communication

1

I

-11-11

BEST COPY AMIABLE

85
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Avoid side discussions (especially with someone in your first language) and other
distractions while another is speaking Its important to concentrate fully on the person
speaking in order to understand Conversation is like a puzzle: you need all the pieces
for understanding

netting or class, after class ask someone to explain

rmation in any discussion If you do not

Tla of steps or procedures (sequence: pay attention
nort, before after, finally etc.).

concepts

not every woat otherwise you might get lost and
sure you know the contend or topic: it will help

ntinued)

Handout 18 a, b, c, d
Transparency 18 a, b, c, d

4

Allow others to help you make the needed corrections-See the listener as your partner in
communication.

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

6.

5.

If someone doesn't understand your pronunciation, try another word or desaibe what
you mean You can also try spelling or writing the word you are trying to pronounce.
This can be very frustrating but don't give up too soon.
Take risks. Find someone you fed comfortable with and try new words and phrases. This
is the only way to improve your communication skills.

Speak loud enough for others to hear you, especially in meetings. Often others cannot
hear you. Its not always your EnglisTs but your soft voice that hinders communication.

2.

4.

Speak slowly, clearly, and boldly.

Its better to help afterwards
silicate effectively through iodised means vs.

.

to their words
Trv not to correct an ESL streakers lish while he or she is talliiiNg or in front of others

I.

(continued)

n ESL persons tone of voice. They are
ords, pronunciation and grammatical structures.

y say. ask again (and give them time to think and
off).
climes ESL people speak soltry due to a lack of
an to repeat the same words (when saneone
is because of their poor English skills).

rather than more difficult.

is a second language or who ere fran other

ItInued)

tural Communication

TilniNddalkilitfttowronarar ame-ences. Intonation is very difficult for them listen

ESL and Cross-Cultural Communication

Cluyir

everyone loses

Don't speak unnaturally or louder
Avoid idioms, slang and abbreviations
Be patient. You might need to say the same thing several timm especially names,
numbers, and directions. Spell it or write it out if necessary. Say it another way with
different words or helpful gestures Remember : Communication is the goal WithOUll it.

Speak dearly, slowly and simply. Avoid sophisticated language. Use short sentmces. Stop
so that the person can process what you are saying

For ESL speakers:

4.

3.

2.

I.

CUlturec

When speaking to people fa whom English is a second language (ESU or people from other

ESL and Cross-Cultural Communication

Conflict

leson s Teo,. for Conflect Kesel...eon

JobLink
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Ask for further constructive insights that might facilitate better communication between differing

5.

8

Encourage comments, clarifications, and questions.

4.

languages and cultures.

Distribute "ESL and Cross-Cultural Communication" and read it to the dass.

have had similar experiences. (Option: Use this as a writing assignment.)

Distribute "My First Impression" and read it aloud to the class. Afterward, ask employees if they

us4iil with limited-English classes)

Handout 18A are suitable for higher language skill levels and supervisors. Transparency 18B and Handout 18B are

their second language (ESL), and employees who are from different cultures. (Transparency 18A and

Explain the special communication needs and conflicts that are presented in communication
situations involving employees who are native English speakers, employees who speak English as
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3.

2.

1.

Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict Resolution

8

Transparency

04-17. MT
Handout

Harelout
Thropsnonev

IOWA vlicadl

Itondout
Tryiscanney

04-18.111% TIllaael

Fifth Activity: 15 Minutes (Optional)

Activities

Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict Resolution

Resolving Conflicts

Distribute the index cards. Instruct employees as follows: "On one side, write '1 thing I learned
today'; on the other side, '1 thing I would like to work on improving!"

2.

83

4. Collect

Copyright C 1996 by Coast Community College District

employees' cards as you say good-bye.

review previous ones) in their Glossaries.

3. Remind

employees of the date and time of the next session. Also remind them to continue
observing and noting conflicts and resolutions in the workplace and to make new entries (and

Review the objectives of this lesson.
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1.

Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict Resolution

0

Ending: 5 Minutes

Activities

Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict Resolution

Resolving Conflicts *r

Work

At

90

Winning

J blink

e

How to Have a Fair Fight

Lesson 4

Getting Along With Co-Workers

Resolving Conflicts

*

91

Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Figit

9/

future Win-Win resolutions.
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Finally, strategies are presented to help minimize conflict damage and create opportunities for

spedal tips into the "Rules"

agreed-upon "Rules!' After the simulated conflict, employees have an opportunity to incorporate

The Fourth Activity simulates a conflict that offers the opportunity to practice using the the

evaluation of the "Rules for a Fair Fight'.'

The Third Activity utilizes the employees' ongoing "Conflict Resolution Logs" in a partnered

light of their "Rules for a Fair Fight" and the "Win-Win Graph"

The Second Activity presents a film dip of a conflict; employees then evaluate each character in

Their rules or guidelines are shared with the whole dass in an attempt to reach consensus.

The First Activity gives small groups the responsibility to come up with "Rules for a Fair Fight"

damage so as to provide further opportunities for resolution.
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This lesson helps employeess to disagree respectfully, argue constructively, and minimize conflict

1' Lesson Description

Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

Resolving Conflicts

disagreement in conflict
resolution.

Create and use "Rules for a Fair
Fight," guidelines for respectful

9

Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

3. Create

ways to handle conflict
resolution in the future.

conflict damage.

workplace so as to minimize

2. Apply these "Rules" to the

1.

By completing this lesson, employees
will be able to:

IF Objectives
1.

(Recommendation: Purchase an old
Honeymooners video or a similar video that
presents a conflict. Review the episode and
select from it a short segment for use in class.)

Name tags
2. Pencils (1 per employee )
3. Overhead
4. Whiteboard or flip chart
5. Markers
6. Video clip
7. TV and VCR
8. Extra copies of the "Conflict Resolution
Log" (Handout 5 in Lesson 1)
9. Video(s) portraying a conflict.

Hardware

Materials Needed

JobLink

95

Opening- Large Group
First Activity- Small Groups
Second Activity- Large Group
Third Activity- Pairs
Fourth Activity- Small Groups
Fifth Activity- Large Group
Ending- Large Group

V Total Time: 90 minutes

Page 53

20 min.
10 min.
15 min.
20 min.
10 min.
5 min.

10 min.

17 Classroom Set-up

"Tips for Disagreements" (Handout 22)
"Strategies" (Handout 23)

"A Dog-Eat-Dog World" (Handout 19)
'Rules for a Fair Fight" (Handout 20)
"Past Conflict Evaluation" (Handout 21)

Handouts

v, Materials Needed
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'Tips for Disagreements" (Transparency 22)
"Strategies" (Transparency 23)

"Rules for a Fair Fight" (Transparency 20)
"Past Conflict Evaluation" (Trans. 21)

"A Dog-Eat-Dog World" (Transparency 19)

v Transparencies

Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

Resolving Conflicts :!:

Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

9 13

Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

Resolving Conflicts

Hew ei.Thare

law

Joblink

Its a dog-eat-dog world

leuen

Resolving C.0110

UISCII

C o p p * s Oit. b C

C onaway GA. Pont

Masokall If

BEST COPY AVAILALLE
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Handout 19, Transparency 19

lbw le lbw ha fits

but whoever said we had to be dogs?

mi

97
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Read the phrase aloud; then
ProJect only the top half of "A Dog-Eat-Dog World" on the overhead.
ask employees for its meaning.

welcome everyone. Remind employees of the topic and the goal.

Jo

93
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handout at the end as a conclusion to the lesson.)

S3

the objectives of this lesson and distribute "A Dog-Eat-Dog World". (Option: Distribute this

'That which distinguishes humans from animals is the ability to reason, discuss, and
disagree without destroying one another.
"In trying to resolve conflicts by making use of effective communication tools, what
happens if we still disagree and cannot resolve the conflictr

Introduce the following lesson:

6. Explain

5.

4. Now uncover the bottom half of the transparency and discuss the meaning of the question.

3.

Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

ThanlIPNOM,

CT-1111

2.

Have employees sign in and wear name tags.

Opening: 10 Minutes

Activities

Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

Resolving Conflicts

Page 55

Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

10 0

Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

Resolving Conflicts

CapyryN SUM t C.C. Caw mod

Rules for a Fair Fight

lime.* III

JoblInk

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Handout 20, Transparency 20

Immo* New. Haw.- Vs

2

v

Lessen 4 How tolhy. Tao Rev

Ite..1.11e. C..flkt

10
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JobLink

6.

Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

Ask participants whether they reached a consensus on the "Rules for a Fair Fight"

103

Ask employees if they agree or disagree with each guideline. (Omit steps 5 and 6 if time does not

5.

permit.)

Write the combined "Rules" or guidelines on the board, or list them on the transparency.

4.

3. Have groups share their "Rules" with the whole dass.

guidelines for arguments, disagreements, and conflicts).

Distribute "Rules for a Fair Fight" and ask the groups to come up with "Rules" (that is, with

2.

10.2

transparency

(1,201

Handout

IS1.20)

Divide the class into small groups.
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1.

First Activity: 20 Minutes

Acthrities

Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

Resolving Conflicts

104

2.

Copyright 01996 by Coast Community College District

105

ASk the following questions after employees view the video:
Was this a "fair fights'? Why, or why not?
What are the conflict management styles (Dominator, Avoider, etc.) of each characters?
How could they resolve this conflict with a Win-Win solution?
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Show a short video clip of characters in conflict (for example, a clip from a Honeymooners episode). The
purpose is to show various ways that differing characters try to manage disagreement.

Second Activity: 10 Minutes

Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

-

Acthrities

Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

Resolving Conflicts ''':;?"

Y.., TO.

Past-Conflict Evaluation

Now oO.--11bre

Joblink

yes

Coolooroto Oro. I, Co. Comoro, Ca. Doom

No

aadaal 21

Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

0

Handout 21, Transparency 21

ml Ho.. Haw fa toy,.

Can you now think of a better way ro handle 117

Why or why not'

Was it a fair fight'

Think of a time when you could not agree with another person or
group. Describe the situation briefly below:

Lew..

itesolvioi Coot ligs

Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

Resolving Conflicts

tyyz f#Y

Cow*. SIM by Cow Common, Colt, Doom
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Handout 22, Transparency 22

Uwe" Ilea le Hay

z

6.

ToOsompeolost7

Keep open the option of a later resolution Sometimes people need time to calm down and
process the problem.

Don't glve up.

Some conflicts don't get resolved tight away. Acknowledge that you have a difference of
opinion and agree to respect one another Don't let the problem get in the way of your
common tasks or in the way of company business

Can you add tips to this 1st? Use the space below.

5.

Find something YOu Can agree to.
There must be something you both can wee to even when you fed m think differently
about the subject Fad =non ground

3.

Agree to disagree.

Ask Questions to be sure you understand.
Ask for ream* Art ?vs saving ./ ORA, this idua you mean 7

11Ka Tell why you disagee; explain your feelings

Avoid personal artado (for crampfc Thai's stupid, You don't thaw what you're tafbng oboe)

Treat Me other person vdth respect Dart tame or accusal

Joblink

2.

1.

fair NI.

Tips for Disagreements

(coon 4 How reilayor

Iteotirloit Conflict
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4.

3.

Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

103

Handout
Transparency

(H-22.1.22)

Transparency

itandout

(1(-21. 1-21)

2.

1.

for 'fair and U for

F

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

.10J

Project and Distribute "Tips for Disagreements". Then read each tip aloud and allow a short time
for discussing, adding, questioning, and clarifying.

Project and Distribute "Past Conflict Evaluation". Ask employees to answer the questions and to
share their answers with the same partner.

Ask employees to explain their markings to a partner.

"unfair"

observed according to "Rules for a Fair Fight' Ask them to label actions
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Tell employees to use their ongoing "Conflict Resolution Logs" to evaluate the conflicts they have

Third Activity: 15 Minutes

Activities

Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

Resolving Conflicts

Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

11 0

4.

3.

2.

the role of

instructions above.
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111

b. Tell the former observers to assume the roles of actors in the new conflict following the

observers, notetakers, interveners, and discussion leaders.

a. Tell the former actors to choose another topic from their "Logs" and to assume

Reverse the actor and observer roles:

Tell groups to choose two actors. The rest of the employees function as both observers and interveners.
One actor's role is to break at least three of the "Rules for a Fair Fight% the other actor must
adhere to the rules. The observers note the broken rules, intervene in the conflict, and lead a
discussion on the guidelines that were violated and how to resolve the conflict in a Win-Win
fashion.

(that is, from their past experience). Before they act out their conflicts, Instruct employees to
explain the conflict situation and describe the conflict characters to their group.
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Explain that employees will simulate a conflict, using one from their "Conflict Resolution Log"

Divide employees into small groups.

lir Fourth Activity: 20 Minutes (Optional)

1r Activities

Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

Resolving Conflicts

Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

112

Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

Resolving Conflicts

Try to restate the other persons point dearly and fairly to make sure you are
understanding correctly.

Foca m indent:ending the other persons men paint

Anger worsens the problem! Then people say foolish worth. reactions multiply and
doors to future resolution dose

Try to stay cakn.

time to proass your point

If the conflict seems to be re a standstill. consider askirg a mutually respected person to
help work out a resolution.

Suggest Med party or modistes.

To make nue you keep working on the peoblen. set a day and time when youll meet
again Use the time to process and think about tin others need and your real needs.

make for WIro-Vtln coraluelons.

Us* your confect-resolution tools to dank of alternatly. sdulfons that

Give ultimatums or imponible choices.
Do all the talking
Give up.

.Devalue. Irina Mho&
Blow up or rant and rave

Candft olt t Caw Comm.*, Calw DAM

Il 113
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Handout 23, Transparency 23

lawn 4 Ns Na. Pa 14.4

& Vent your Wang& or Immo yotr Ideas off e neutral Gerd party.
& Try again listen to the other persons maw Ideas, and suggest yaw
atternatlyes.
io. tf step 11 doesn't being sathfactory cantahlon. try maw a mutualy
trusted mediator and repeat okapi through 01

7.

Show nspect
Stay calm
Think of the other person and the company.
Use listening/speaking tools
Keep a Wm-Wm mindset

& Mainttr confect damage to Ism doors open.

I.

,JobUnk

Don't repeat it over and over Say it once simply and clearly. Give the other pastries/

Stop Monona on yotr point of Wm.

& Ask for One to Mink and try to set up another Om to talk.

3.

2.

1.

strategles

ne.

lewohrlotComflirt
lanon 4 Row to-19444 hw

113

HEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Allow employees time to read the handout silently.

2.

the class.

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District
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to add strategies of their own to this list and to share their strategies with

steps 4 and 5 if time is limited.)
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Lead the class in a discussion of the strategies-specifically, a discussion of ways in which the
strategies might be used in their workplace. Emphasize minimizing conflict damage, creating
opportunities for future resolution possibilities, and following the "Rules for a Fair Fight" (Adapt

5. Ask employees

4.

3. When most employees seem finished, read each strategy aloud.

Project "Strategies" and distribute a copy of it to employees.

1.

Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

111

TIIIIIFOrency

14Intla

(1141. T-23)

11 Fifth Activity: 10 Minutes

Activities

Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

Resolving Conflicts .v

sw

Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

116

Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

Resolving Conflicts

Jail*

Lmon Nor to 1104

Transparency 19

Cowl/. M/ top Catot Omar., C.I. DOM

11 If

BEST COPY NJAIAIV
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Pi, Pep

but whoever said we had to be dogs?

Its a dog-eat-dog world

1111 lot. 4 Bow to Ho.. la 111ht

117
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Say good-bye.

6.

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

Remind the class of the day and time of the next session.

5.

113

ProJed "A Dog-Eat-Dog World" again, and reread it as a conclusion to this session.

Fight" that they still want to improve.

4.

Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

11.3

Encourage employees to continue their observations and entries in their "Conflict Resolution Log"
and "Glossaries!'
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JobLink

3. Ask them to think about the communication skills they indicated a desire to improve in the last
session. On one side of an index card tell employees to write down any attempts they made to
improve those skills. On the other side of the index card, tell them to write the "Rules for a Fair

2.

Review the objectives of this lesson.

V' Ending: 5 Minutes

Activities

Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

Resolving Conflicts

123

Work

At

Winning

JobLink

Managing the Conflicts Within

Lesson 5

Getting Along With Co-Workers

Resolving Conflicts

121

Lesson 5: Managing the Conflicts Within

122

dealing with the conflicts within.
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In the Fourth Activity, employees read and respond to a story that provides a third alternative for

The Third Activity helps employees tap into or create company resources for conflict management.

that hinder personal and workplace productivity.

In the Second Activity employees read and discuss an article on ways to break the cydes of anger

and (2) preventive strategies.

The First Activity helps employees to identify (1) their styles of managing anger and frustration

resolve other conflicts.

company morale, and production quality. Unresolved inner conflicts also diminish the capadty to
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This lesson helps employees with unresolved inner conflicts that often affect job performance,

Lesson Description

Lesson 5: Managing the Conflicts Within

Resolving Conflicts v

use in conflict resolution.

Identify company resources for

Develop alternative strategies for
breaking cycles of anger and
inner conflict.

Identify their own inner conflicts
and ways to manage them.

19

Lesson 5: Managing the Conflicts Within

3.

2.

1.

By completing this lesson, employees
will be able to:

Objectives

Materials Needed

Markers
Index cards (3x5) (1 per employee)
Extra copies of Conflict Resolution Log
(Lesson 1, Handout 5)
Purchase Chicken Soup for the Soul

jobLink

125

Opening- Large Group
First Activity- Large Group
Second Activity- Small Groups
Third Activity- Small Groups
Fourth Activity- Large Group
Ending- Large Group

5 min.

15 min.

15 min.

20 min.
20 min.

15 min.

Page 71

v Total Time: 90 minutes

Classroom Set-up

"A Third Alternative" (Handout 29)

"Another Way" (Handout 28)

°Workplace Resources" (Handout 27)

"Breaking the Cyde of Anger" (Handout 26)

"Seeirlg Another Point of View: (Handout 25)

"Managing the Conflict Within" (Handout 24)

1r Handouts

7 Materials Needed
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"A Third Alternative" (Transparency 29)

'Another Way" (Transparency 28)

"Workplace Resources" (Transparency 27)

"Seeing Another Point of View.:
(Transparency 25)
"Breaking the Cycle of Anger" (Trans. 26)

"Managing the Conflict Within" (Trans. 24)

V Transparencies

8.

7.

6.

5.

1.

Name tags
2. Pencils (1 per employee)
3. Overhead projector
4. Whiteboard or flip chart

V Hardware

Lesson 5: Managing the Conflicts Within

Resolving Conflicts

Have employees sign in and wear name tags. Welcome everyone.

to share observations from their Conflict Resolution Log.

Copyright C1996 by Coast Community College District

explain them to the class.
Introduce the objectives of this lesson and

Lesson 5: Managing the Conflicts Within

5.

workshops. (Their responses help to review key points and at the same time provide feedback.)
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4. Ask employees to name the most helpful or most useful techniques theyve learned so far in these

3. Ask employees

2. Remind employees of the overall goals and objectives of this module.

1.

'V Opening: 15 Minutes

Activities

Lesson 5: Managing the Conflicts Within

Resolving Conflicts 1:1f

Lesson 5: Managing the Conflicts Within

123

Lesson 5: Managing the Conflicts Within

Resolving Conflicts 'w

1111110 fa

r!5:T COPY MAP
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Handout 24, Transparency 24

CerVeres11,14 by Cow &moat, Cap Melo

What is a useful strategy or plan you can use wten you get frustrated or angry!

ILmonS Wry,' Ow Grecs Wm.

1

What an some oiled prevention strategies you am use? How can you plan Well

2

the problem? How can you contain the destrudive factors of a conflid2

How do you manage or deal with your arger frustration. or other inns, conflicts?
E011.110 IMPGefor a malV Yell a thedog?Vou to a paw/ Ude)

How does your frunration or anger Wed workplace productivity?

(Shan MA a parsun

In the company, what thing are really frusfratirg for you or make you angry?

you act/rewt? Was the conflict resolved? If so, host? If rot, why not? What do you
wish you had done diffenntly?

Witte abott a time when you were nay angry Mat happened and why? How did

Joiikk

I.

port II

&

2

I.

hit A

Managing the Conflict Within

411 5 Hanagins the Cenfheta Mathtn

=Resolving CoafIlet '

123
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)

Distribute and project "Managing the Conflict Within".

Tell employees to pair off with a partner Ask each pair to discuss A2.

list.

employees to expand their lists based on what they hear from others.

Ask the dass to share their ideas from B2, and write those ideas on the board. Encourage

to discuss B2, and write their answers on the board.

write their answers on the board. Encourage employees to add any helpful ways to their own
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8. Ask individuals to complete B3 and then to share their plans/strategies with their partners.

7.
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Ask employees as individuals to answer Bl. Then ask them as a class to share some answers to Bl.

6. Ask partners

5.

4. Ask employees as a class to respond to A3.

3.

2. Ask employees to answer question Al.

1.

Lesson 5: Managing the Conflicts Within

1

Trenigerarty

1tendout

04-24.1-31)

V. First Activity: 20 Minutes

Activities

Lesson 5: Managing the Conflicts Within

Resolving Conflicts

Jaya*

Caw*. 61111, by GM Cymru* Cagy Pow

Brawl IS

Lesson 5: Managing the Conflicts Within

132

Handout 25, Transparency 25

ewe S Wrabby be Celia mt.

The best ray to rid yours& of ongoing arow-sne the ter:MOAN suggested above, and rarerriber
These is almost nothing you can't forgive

they provoke ha angr.
Mark needs to forget his old job and =menage on looking for a new one
Rewards shows the way to sust.b Anger is to blood about Me event or to rehash it again ard
win with your frienck Once you change your thiiling and conversations to other topion your fading,
a being trcd upon will leave
Exercin it another say to shed anga If s jurt too phyticaly tang to fight with aorneone b your
had whie at the same time walking briskly purpirg ion or using stai-steppa
Feekng angy is unpleasant and tautly a wane of cagy ft makes fading intirnae and close to
others ingoasible And it often results in lowered telf-erteem

One technique stony to unlastand the otha persons point driers, Mut other reasons cid the
husband have for Wail his wife? Why did the boss cheme to let Mark go?
Nowt people who are continually bound up in their anger art amble to dearly tee the situation
from the other persons vantage point Mei hatify thei own betavior and maga.* what the otha
pason did. As won as you can see an event Rom another penon'a viewpoint you soften motionally
end your anga <Enemas.
Another *dengue is not to elms yourself to think about the event Judy must etop hers& frorn
reflecting on her life with her et-husband For ha thee thought, of the pat an dangerous because

The ...Mom nwer ge yew Ad r...nner of onnfinning glen I. ye.. bead and
move es Is roar Met

Him&

One of his mesons he desired women who did something with ha life other than baby-eit
thicken Although this ww five wen ago Judy mntinua to fait with ha husband in her head end
ferh like a victim
Mark lost hie job seven 'ninths ago A/though the handwritirg wes at the wall that his job night
be axing Mark did nothing to make himself a note valuable arthbyet nor cid he start punuirg otha
job pcnsibiitia.
Today tell out of a job. Mark vacillates between feting ugly with hie old bon end angry with

announced he warted a divorce

Judy and ha husband agreed that she would be a nay-d-home nom and raise their four &Wren
even though she had mutat &vet The yew before their lest child was out of the net ha husband

Fligitelnig week asmeene ewer as event deal Inuppesedl thew wades ago/ lene
ream ago? Seven year. ago?

SL Lomb lbeeklispeab

By Doris HeInseelng

Seeing Another Point of View May Help
Break the Cycle of Anger

lus.rt 5. Manapni the coals. "hdun

eolvlai Cowl:Hee u7

Lesson 5: Managing the Conflicts Within

Resolving Conflicts

swas Com Canonse, Gap 111011

Illanikent

BEST COPY AVALAUE
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1 `" '3

Handout 26, Transparency 26

Cappiga

Do you now face a personal conflict that might be healed by en alternative perspective
or by some other strategy?

1e5 61...g ea Cads Mb

S.

view' or one of other strategire benefit this situation and possibly Weak the cycle?

Think of a 'cycle ablation in your company How might 'finding another point of

Can you come La) with any other strategies to break the cycle?

S.

4.

What tedmigues does fre article tugged to help break the cycle of arse?

What ale the main conflicts wed as examples In de artide?

JoblInk

2

I.

Read Seeirg Another Point of %Sem and answer the following questions:

Breaking the Cycle of Anger

teas t Manseni the Confluis Malin

11111leeollylas CflIell v

410
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135

Allow the groups time to complete and then discuss 1 through 4 in "Breaking the Cycle of Angell.'
write their answers on the board.

idiomatic expressions, etc.)

Share the reading of the artide "Seeing Another Point of View..7 among all employees, or if you
ESL readers with difficult words,
prefer select one strong reader to read the entire article. (Help
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Distribute and project "Seeing Another Point of View...7 and "Breaking the Cycle of Anger".

5. Ask the class as individuals to write their answers to 5.

4.

3.

2.

Lesson 5: Managing the Conflicts Within

131

0)0

01.26, Mar
Handout
Transparency

Handout
Transparency

01-25, 1-251

Divide the class into small groups.

Second Activity: 20 Minutes

Activities

Lesson 5: Managing the Conflicts Within

Resolving Conflicts

Lesson 5: Managing the Conflicts Within

Lesson 5: Managing the Conflicts Within

Resolving Conflicts

What resource, me dere for angerfinner conflict managemert7 List as many as you trove

Am diffnent kinds of conflicts handled by different people or departments?

Are you en:owned to participate in solving conflicts? Ilya in what war can or do

2

3.

4.

Caprift ilWfla by Gut CannarOW Cann Clain

Samba. 27

BEST COPY AVALASeLE
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Handout 27, Transparency 27

5 Mo../ enCaren. Mtn

Mut kinds of raources, intrapersonal or interpersonal do you wish were available in
your company? If they do not exist row, how might they te aeated?

In the company, are *ground rule wed and followed? ff so what are they?

d.

7

Do you believe your ideas are tikell seriously? Are they ever implemented?

S.

you participate?

What avenues exist at your svorkplace for conflict resolution?

Joblink

I.

Workplace Resources

v

1111111leIvInfl
Cnflict
Lew., 5: &tannins the c.atios
Within

13 7
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3.

2.
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Have employees compare answers and develop a consensus.

13 3
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Distribute and project "Workplace Resources". Ask groups to discuss the questions and to share
their answers with the class; then write the group answers on the transparency.

Keep employees in the same small groups as in the Second Activity

Lesson 5: Managing the Conflicts Within

133

Transparency

Handout

IH-27, 7-27)

1.

Third Activity: 15 Minutes (Optional)

Activities

Lesson 5: Managing the Conflicts Within

Resolving Conflicts

JobLInk

chance to foon his rase User he rowed 'A Swagged

Maim. IS

Caw*. COM In [me Cooncres CAW. Clow

bo Cm. Camara" Gap DUOS

140

S.

4.

3

2

I.

Jail*

Ssollonll IS

141

Handout 29, Transparency 29

Ifteel So Gleam NM Cowl/54M by Cam Comer*, Win DWI

What other emotions. psi:Miens, and kinds tigress muse Inner conflict and affect the
workplace? How can they be tuned into productive factors?

Page 80

jobb?*

Are cottage ahem neggove? Has can contlids benefit a person or a company?

6 there a any to apply this wary to a company airflict2

Can you (Ind a petonal application for this gory?

How did eadi character bi the gory manage conflict?

Read "Mother Way What I. the main point of the stay?

A Third Alternative

Cosirllet eolatle

Imola 5 if uni Ong et. Confll eta Within
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Lesson 5: Managing the Conflicts Within

Sow II IderailmSe Coale SWIM

I held on lightly to the commuter mop overhead and gpve hers

Wow kolt et &gra and
sioninal I Owned to take tit natty apart but he had to nuke the ern nose I vaunted hinn mad so I
posed my lips and blew him an Insolent kin
tth he hollered Tonle gonna sd lessors, He gathered herself for rush d me
A (radian of second before he could move someone shouted 'Hoc It ww empitting I
ratanber the mangdy joyous. biting qua/ d it-a though mu and triad had ban wading
Mgr* for mouthing and he had suddenly stumbled upon e. Thy!'

somebody aril probebly get hurt'
Seeing rre stand up the drunk recognized
Ibis need lenoro is Japanese muirmsr

a id' I said to myself. I got to my rat Tem* am in danger If I dont do teethirg fat

tanned m ha words I tied hard I even went to far es to aloes the meet to woid the
"chirraira the pnball punka who bunged around the train sew:ions. My forbearance naked rre I felt
both tough and holy In my heed Ammon I wanted an absohnely legitimate opportunity whereby I
might sew the innocent by destroyirg the guiky

'Aikido: my teacher had said *pin and again Is the att of reconaidion Whoever hen the mind
to ftgle hes broken his connection with the univene If you oy to clarinet peoplsn you're dowdy
defeated We study hots to rtsolve confict not hove to start it'

I ma yang then tom 20 man ago and in pretty good thane re been putting in a mid eght
tows of Aikido mining needy every dey for the put three won I liked to throw and grapple I
thought I was tough The Double IVI4 Iny martial skill wet unwed in actual combat A. residua of
Abdo. sve were rot dlowed to fent

Teniftob the angle jumped up ard trembled toward the other end of the car The laborer Minted
kick et the muting beck of the old women but mined a she sanded to eddy Tii on emeged the
Munk Met he gabbed de mend pole in the oinks of the car and tried to wends it out of in dandOon
I mud sat the one of his Nods wan cut and geeing The train bathed ahead the pommel frozen
with fed I stood up

spinning inIS the lam of an elderly coupie It was a miracle that the baby was unharmed

and wee big dunk and drty. Salmi% he swung 0a worn.n hotting abehy The blow tent her

At one station the doors opened and suddenly the afternoon quid wea shamed by a man
bellowing violent incomprehensible runes. The non euggred Deo ow ne He wore Mann clothing

The Min denied and rattled through the mburbs of Tokyo on a drowsy aping afternoon Ow cm
was ccapardively empty, few housewives with their kids Do tow mere old folka going shopping I
peed absently et the drab houses and duty hedgerows.

Another Way

teas. 5. ilonasins the Conflict. Within
111111ftoseslyig

Lesson 5: Managing the Conflicts Within

Resolving Conflicts v

-

Instruct employees to pair off with a partner. Ask each pair of partners to discuss #4 through #6
and to write their answers. Ask employees to share some answers to #4 through #6 with the

5.
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Ask employees to complete #3 individually.

4.

143

DiSCUSS #1 and #2 with the class.

3.

whole class.

Distribute and project "A Third Alternative".

the class.

Distribute and project "Another Way" and read it aloud to

Page 81
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2.

1.

Lesson 5: Managing the Conflicts Within

14 2

Handout
transparency

1-29)

Handout
Transparency

(14-21, T-211)

Fourth Activity: 15 Minutes (Adapt if time is limited)

Activities

Lesson 5: Managing the Conflicts Within

Resolving Conflicts

Distribute one index card to each employee. Ask employees to write on one side...Something you
learned today; on the other side, Any question you have.

141

3.

Copyright 01996 by Coast Community College District

145

Tell employees the date and time of the last session, and say good-bye.

(provide more copies, if necessary) and Glossaries.

Page 83
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2. Remind employees to continue their observations and entries in their Conflict Resolution Log

1.

Ending: 5 Minutes

Lesson 5: Managing the Conflicts Within

s

Activities

Lesson 5: Managing the Conflicts Within

Resolving Conflicts

Work

At

146

Winning

JobLink

Conflicts Heading'em Off at the Pass

Lesson 6

Getting Along With Co-Workers

Resolving Conflicts

14-7

Lesson 6: Conflicts-Heading'em Off at the Pass

143

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

1 in

And in the Fourth Activity, employees create a company poster, a process that allows them to
apply everything they've learned thus far.

The Third Activity reviews the objectives of each workshop in this module.

developing workplace applications.

The Second Activity uses small groups to show how simple principles can serve as a basis for

The First Activity elidts prevention strategies from the whole dass.

Page 86
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This lesson is designed to help employees think of and implement preventive strategies in conflict
resolution. It also serves to review and evaluate all the previous workshops in this module.

Lesson Description

Lesson 6: Conflicts-Headingem Off at the Pass

Resolving Conflicts 'w

Display what they have learned
via a poster that will serve as a
useful product for their company

Develop workplace applications
for preventive purposes.

Apply strategies of conflict
prevention.

n

150

Lesson 6: Conflicts-Headir*em Off at the Pass

"Posttesr
"Learner Assessment Form"

vl Forms

Materials Needed

3.

2.

1.

By completing this lesson, employees
will be able to:

Objectives
Name tags
Pendls (1 per person)

jobLink
c:47-is

15

Page 87

10 min.
Opening- Large Group
10 min.
First Activity- Pairs
Second Activity- Small Groups 20 min.
10 min.
Third Activity- Large Group
Fourth Activity- Small Groups 30 min.
10 min.
Ending- Large Group

v Total Time: 90 minutes

Classroom Set-up

"Conflict Resolution Objectives: Lessons
1-6" (Handout 32)
"Conflict Resolution Poster" (Handout 33)

"All I Really Needed to Leam, 2 (Handout 31)

"Strategies of Prevention" (Handout 30)

1r Handouts

V Materials Needed

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

"Conflict Resolution Poster" (Trans. 33)

"All I Really Needed to Learn,
(Transparency 31)
"Conflict Resolution Objectives:
Lessons 1-6" (Transparency 32)

"Strategies of Prevention" (Transparency 30)

Tringennqp

Purchase All I Really Need to Learn, I
Learned in Kindergarten (Robert Fulgham)

Transparencies

8.

3.

Overhead
4. Whiteboard or flip chart
5. Markers
6. Large poster boards
Multicolored markers
7.

2.

1.

IF Hardware

Materials Needed

Lesson 6: Conflicts-Heading'em Off at the Pass

Resolving Conflicts `,"
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Introduce the objectives of this workshop.

Lesson 6: Conflicts-Headingem Off aX the Pass

4.

133

Page 89
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3. Ask employees to share observations from their Conflict Resolution Log, and encourage them to
continue their observations and evaluations beyond this class, as well as their Glossaries.

2. Ask employees to share what they learned in the last session.

1. Have employees sign in and wear name tags, and welcome them to class.

Opening: 10 Minutes

Activities

Lesson 6: Conflicts-Headingem Off at the Pass

Resolving Conflicts v

151

Lesson 6: Conflicts-Heading'em Off at the Pass

Iron 4 Cant Ito gnaw" 'in Oil at do Pam

aIo ha

Ceppot WM 147 Cart Comm*, Cear swift

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Handout 30, Transparency 30

Cwalar Mare

Can you suggest how these strateees might be developed in your company?

5.

Leon

Which ones need to be furtier developed within your company?

4.

Itmilooll I.

Which strategies have you already used?

2

Which ones might be helpful for you to by in the Nture?

How can we plevent conflicts in the workplace list as many strategies as you can:

40114

I.

Strategies of Prevention

IfillIteo1.1.1B Cos ccccc

Lesson 6: Conflicts-Headingem Off at the Pass

Resolving Conflicts

155

Page 90
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Distribute "Strategies of Prevention", project it and ask employees to work with a partner to
answer the questions.

3.

Copyright 01996 by Coast Community College District

Write employees ideas on the board or on a blank transparency.
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2. AllOW employees time to complete the Strategies; then ask employees to share their ideas with
whole class.

1.

Lesson 6: Conflicts-Headingem Off at the Pass

MO. T110)
Handout
Transparency

First Activity: 10 Minutes

Activities

Lesson 6: Conflicts-Heading'em Off at the Pass

Resolving Conflicts "r

Jobilnk

Reba Maki*

Put things bad whme
you foind them

Clan up your own mat

Don't take Aims the anent yours

4

5

t

PoicallotarrOmY

Orplgs stob, or own., Gip Mee

153

Lesson 6: Conflicts-Heading'em Off at the Pass

0, 1. en.

5

Don't hit people

3.

la.O Collies 11.1t,

2

Plry bit

2

4

I.

Share everything

I.

pireargarten

"Personakeomporrr connIcts:

but we art el Ike that
and even the little sad is the Styro-foem
usp-they al die So do sm.

Golcists and hernias did white rice

16

15.

20.

19.

111

3

t)

rFs 9.7 r'nf

d
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Capp.. NM by Cri CaNO,

20

19.

111,

lg
AM:

liefe

153

imam, 3111

(Think of your minding your parent, your culture your experience, Whet can you edi)

the biggest word of .114001IL

books ard the fiat Marti you learned-

lit Ard then remember the Dick-ad-1am

15.

Handout 31, Transparency 31

t146,1111 31

Per oath appleadort %Mir landsrartin: An0 us applicsean NOM far Muir

Be aware of wonder Remember the
little seed in the Styrofoam cug the
roots go down and the plants go up
and nobody reeky knows how or why

hold horde and stick together

world tenth for soffit

It

13.

When you go out Into the

14

II

Take a nap may afternoon

13.

way day sorra

aim and dame and play and wort

12

Warm cookies nod MR we good for you 10.

nap every afternoon When you go out alto the amid watch for trek hold hands, and oil
together Be mare on wondw. Remember the little sad is the Styrofoam mg the roan go down ad the
plane go up and nobody redly linows how or why, but we ere all We that Goldfeh and hairnets and

Rush.

10

live balanced Ife-leent Nome and
think now and drew and pint and

Watt your Ands before you est

9.

Say you're early when
you hurt somebody

I

2

(cononi.di

II.

white nice end even the Mtn awl in the Styrofoam osp-they all dm So do we And then remember the
Dal-and-lane books and the fest word you leemed-the biggst word of all-LOOR.
'Everything you need to know is in dere vorewhem The Golden Rule and love and bnic
unitation Ecology and politics ard equaity ard sane Wig
Take any one of those here and werepolate it to your family We or yois work or your
government or your world end it holds trese and dew and fine
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AN I Really Needed to Learn, I Learned In Kindergarten

Sunday School These are the things I kerned
'Shim everating Play fath Omit hit people Put things beck where you fourd them Clan up
yose own mos. Donl take thigs that mail yours Say you're sorry when you hurt somebody, Wesh
your hands before you en Rush Warm ambles and ne am good for y live balanced We-karn
some and think mem and draw and pint and sing and dance end play and work every tiny some Tate

mos yes] Here., rny Claim
XI I redly need to know about low to he and what to do md how to be I teemed in
kildergerten Wisdom me not et the top of the gedudthethool maintain but there in the undpde of

I realized then that I obesely knot+ most of who', necessary to live a mmnthgful lie - that k isn't
all thd complicated I know it And have known it for bre keg tine living it *eft that's another

All I Really Needed to Learn. I Learned In Kindergarten

Y

1.1111linolvlg
Cos elite
town Cordlub Room Olf ea IN N.

Lesson 6: Conflicts-Headingem Off at the Pass

Resolving Conflicts Ir

0141, T41)
manclout

and project it

4.
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in the PersonaVCompany column for
Allow employees time to develop workplace applications
each principle listed under Kindergarten. Encourage them to add some principles of their own at
the end of the chart. invIte groups to share their applications with the whole class. Ask employees
to discuss these applications as ways to prevent or resolve conflicts in their companies.

Page 93
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3. Read aloud Robert Fulghams introduction; then discuss the introduction with the dass.

2. Distribute "All I Really Needed to Learn,

Divide employees into small groups.

Lesson 6: Conflicts-Headingem Off at the Pass

10

1'00

11unspirancy

1.

Second Activity: 20 Minutes

117 Activities

Lesson 6: Conflicts-Heading'em Off at the Pass

Resolving Conflicts

Lesson 6: Conflicts-Headingem Off at the Pass

162

Conflict Resolution ObJectives: Lessons 1-6

Reolvins Conflict v

too./ CMS.. &ear. 'am Off a the Par

To identify common workplace conflicts.
To identify la) ways of incaution that help and (b) ways that hinder
To urderstard the meaning of mums's.

To identify rur own contlin-management style
To undentand why Win-Win optiors are better tolutiens
To tesolve some practical and penonal workplace conflicts tAu.-practicar

To improve communication and undentandirg among employees wino re native
English sprains, employees for whom English is a second language CESU. and
emplores from different cultures

To use strategies necessary for creating Muse possibilities of conflict resolutica.

I.

6EST COPY AVAILAW
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Handout 32, Transparency 32

awl.* 011% bp Geo Comm., Calm Pana

To develop wortplace application for preventive measures.
To present what has been learned as a useful product for the company

To leans strategies for conflict prevention

Wend Gram Nab,. loath. I.

&

2

1U

To identify inner conflict, and ways of managing them.
To develop 'strategies and alternative war of breaking eydes of anger and other inner
conflicts
To identify and ante company resounes useful in conflict resolution

cepeava of Workshop 2 TOnilletst Hmtg Gm Oft St Oil PaW

2

I.

Oteecerea Of Wortfl000 & "leeneeere) Vie Conflicts maw

3.

OnlectIves ef eforadoop 'How to Hive Parr ROW
I.
To ante and use guidelines for respectful ard corissonw disagreernert
2 To apply these guidelines to the won:place in an effort to minimize =Bin damage

&

OtescOves at Wonollop & "WV for Conflict Resennena lipsoldre anti Wankel
ConstructivelyI.
To identify and impove effve speaking and listening skiln
2 To use communication toola appropriately in conflict resolutions

&

2

I.

Oteethree of Watineo* Vevekorp a Win-Win lettente

3.

2

I.

°electives of Wcfneloo 1. Itlernifelne Wenonste Conlikto inn Weye of Resolunter

Cana To help soder& (I) undowand won:place calftias and GI &dap stabler landing conflicts
cononlairdy and mainly.
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Resolving Conflicts v

16 3
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Ment1001

0442. 2421

it.
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3. Allow time for clarification and for employees questions.

Page 95
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Review the objectives in the context of the main goals of this module, and integrate the
discussion into those goals.

Distribute "Conflict Resolution Objectives: Lessons 1-6" and project

Lesson 6: Conflicts-Heading'em Off at the Pass

16

Tflosp2030r/

2.

1.

Third Activity: 10 Minutes

Activities

Lesson 6: Conflicts-Heading'em Off at the Pass

Resolving Conflicts .""

166

Lesson 6: Conflicts-Headingem Off at the Pass

JobLInk

Cappip SIMI" Cm/ Ceemeat, Celge DM.

Mambo. U

`
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Handout 33, Transparency 33

0 stele hss

Your company

Evaluate the posters to determine which is best Using group consensus.
evaluate the posters for their content, prdaddicw, and usfulnew to people in

informatrs e. gaph ic. and simple to understand.

Add your company's logo to the poster Make it colorliil. multidimensional.

poster that on be hdpful to your company.

Create a poster that presents what you have learned in these workshops-a

Wen 4 Ceres !Waft

5.

2.

I.

Conflict Resolution Poster

111111teolvin,
CofIlel
toren 4 44.4444' &els, 'am
Off as the Fees

Lesson 6: Conflicts-Heading'ern Off at the Pass

Resolving Conflicts sw

1C -4'

110
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04.A. 1431
mondout

Explain the poster-evaluation criteria in step 3.

Distribute the directions for creating the "Conflict Resolution Poster", and project it as you read
aloud steps 1 and 2.

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

posters constructively within the company.

163

Optional: Recommend that the company publish, produce, or in some other way use the

Display the finished posters. Ask the class to evaluate them using the criteria in step 3.

Lesson 6: Conilicts-Heading'em Off at the Pass

6.

they begin.
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5. Encourage everyone to participate and have fun! Suggest that they dedde on task roles before

4.

3.

Distribute the poster boards and multicolored markers.

2.

163

Transment7

Divide the dass into small groups.

1.

Fourth Activity: 30 Minutes

1' Activities

Lesson 6: Conflicts-Headingem Off at the Pass

Resolving Conflicts
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tadves amid

A home-study aunt

Counes to get an occupational certificate
A job training course
Courses kading to a 2-year or 4-year college degree

A computer cotne
A GED course or the GED otam

A mune in using English (such as ESU

A basic skills course in meth% miting or math

Mak anion/I NW

In duo future. do you pion to tak ono of Ino fodowInd mums?
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I.
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Collect the posters, the "Learner Assessment forms" and the "Posttests".

2.

172

4. say good-bye.
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173

3. Thank employees for their partidpation and their work in the class. Encourage them to use their
conflict resolution tools! Win-Win means that both the employees and their companies benefit!

Distribute "Posttests" and "Learner Assessment forms" and ask employees to complete them.
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1.

Lesson 6: Conflicts-Headingem Off at the Pass

=M.=

Ending: 10 Minutes

Activities

Lesson 6: Conflicts-Heading'em Off at the Pass

Resolving Conflicts sz:r

Pretest/Posttest V

Job Link

Resolving Conflicts

Date

Name

Pretest/Posttest
On the blank line, write the letter of the correct answer.
1.

Consensus is:
a. A decision agreed upon by the entire group or team.
b. Voting for a decision.
c. Tossing a coin to make a decision.

2.

To find a Win-Win solution, you have to:
a. Let the other person win.
b. Be clear about the issue and be willing to discuss it.
c.

Give in.

Which of the following is not a conflict resolution style?

3.

a.

b.
c.

Avoid.
Dominate.
Recreate.

True or False: When having a disagreement, it is sometimes necessary to "agree to disagree'

4.

How well do you agree or disagree with the questions below? Using the following scale, circle the number that
best represents your answer:

5.

1

2

3

4

"Strongly agree"

"Agree"

"Disagree"

"Strongly disagree"

I understand the difference between strategies that help conflict resolution and strategies that hinder conflict
resolution.
1

2

3

4

6.

I think I am a good communicator.

7.

I think it is important not to give up when trying to resolve a conflict.

8.

I understand how to manage the inner conflict I have.

9.

I try to reach a win-win agreement when resolving a conflict.

1

1

1

1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

10. When I am in a conflict, I fight fair.
1

2

3

4

11. When I am having a conflict I try to see the other person's point of view.
1

12.

2

3

4

I use different strategies to prevent conflicts in the workplace.
1

2

3

4

Pretest/Posttest V

dobLink

Resolving Conflicts

Name

Date

;6\11-10/e.{

Pretest/Posttest
On the blank line, write the letter of the correct answer.
Consensus is:
a. A decision agreed upon by the entire group or team.
b. Voting for a decision.
c. Tossing a coin to make a decision.

To find a Win-Win solution, you have to:
a. Let the other person win.
b. Be dear about the issue and be willing to discuss it

2.

c.

I

Give in.

Which of the following is not a conflict resolution style?
a. Avoid
b. Dominate
c. Recreate
True or False: When having a disagreement, it is sometimes necessary to 'agree to disagree7

4.

How well do you agree or disagree with the questions below? Using the following scale, circle the number that
best represents your answer:
1

2

3

4

"Strongly agree"

"Agree"

"Disagree"

'Strongly disagree"

5.

I understand the difference between strategies that help conflict resolution and strategies that hinder conflict
resolution.

6.

I think I am a good communicator.

7.

I think it is important not to give up when trying to resolve a conflict.

8.

I understand how to manage the inner conflict I have

9.

I try to reach a win-win agreement when resolving a conflict.

1

1

1

1

1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3

3
3
3

4
4

4
4
4

10. When I am in a conflict, I fight fair.
1

2

3

4

11. When I am having a conflict I try to see the other person's point of view.
1

12.

2

3

4

I use different strategies to prevent conflicts in the workplace
1

2

3

4

175

Learner Enrollment Form V

JobLink

Resolving Conflicts

Is English the language that is spoken most
often in your home?

9.

Instructor
Oass Schedule

0 Yes

Module

No

How many years of school have you
completed?

10.

Your Instructor will complete these questions
A.

CI

Of these, how many in the U.S.?
In any other country?

Course Number
Site Location

Are you a union member?
O Yes- What is the name of your union?

11.

Who completed this form?
(MARK ONE BOX)
L)

The learner

LI.

The leamer,..With assistance:EOM

instructorior :project staff
An instructor or project staffirpe
ber withAnforthation providecl,by
the learner
Other (Please: specify)

No

Please rate your ability to perform each of
the following activities.

12.

(Please mark one response for every activity)

Poor Fair Good Excellent
Read English
Understand English
Speak English
Write in English

2.

Name:

Work as part of a team
Use math

Address:

Solve problems/use reasoning 0

0 Yes, employed
0 Yes, on temporary layoff

3.

Phone Number: (

4.

Social Security Number:

)

CI

"

Age:

6.

Were you born in the United States?

0 Yes

0 No

0

CI

Go lo next
page

STOP

Female

7.

Sex:

8.

Race: (Mark One Box)
White
O Black (African American)
O Asian or Pacific Islander
CI American Indian or Alaskan Native
Hispanic
O Other (Please specify):

Resolving Conflicts

No, retired

O No, not employed

5.

Male

U

Do you have a job?

13.

4110
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Thank you. You have completed this form.
Please return It to your instructor.
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Resolving Conflicts

*ease answer questions 14-18 for the job that

20.

allows you to take this course.
14.

At your job, do you need to do any of the
following?
(Mark one for each line)

Name of company or employer:

No

Yes
15.

Job Title:

16.

On average, how many hours per week do
you work on this job?
Hours per week

17.

How much do you earn at this Job?
(Write amount and mark one box)

0 Per hour
18.

Read instructions
Receive spoken
instructions in English
Speak English
Work as part of a team
Write in English
Use math
Solve problems/use
reasoning

21.

0

Do you work at more than one Job?

0 Yes

U Per year

0 No

Do you get any of the following benefits at
this Job?
(Mark one for each line)

Yes

No

Thank you. You have completed this
form. Please return it to your instructor.

Paid vacation
Paid sick leave
Paid holidays
Health insurance
19.

How long have you worked at this job?
and
years

months
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Resolving Conflicts

r instru or will tompiste these questiOns
A.

Instructor

Course Number
Site Location

Class Schedule

Who completed this form'? 4MARK ONE BOX)
4-3

c.3

Module

The learner
The learna with assistance from instructor or project staff
An instructor or project staff member with information provided by the learner
Other (Please spec4)

form completed:

'1.

Name:

2.

Address:

Phone Number: (

)

4.

Social Security Number:

5.

In the future, do you plan to take any of the following courses?
(Mark one for each line)

Plan to Take
A basic skills course in reading, writing, or math
A course in using English (such as ESL)
A computer course
A GED course or the GED exam
Courses to get an occupational certificate
A job training course
Courses leading to a 2-year or 4-year college degree
A home-study course

Do Not Plan to Take

0
0

0
0

CI

Ci

0
0
0
0
CI

1=1

CI

CI

0
0
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Resolving Conflicts

SinCe this course began, have you:
(Mark one for each line)

YES

Learned what you wanted to learn in this course?
Changed your educational or career goals?
Had more responsibility added to your job?
Moved to a shift you prefer?
Switched from part-time to full-time?
Received a pay raise?
Been promoted?
Received an award, bonus, or other special recognition on your job?
Received your GED?
Applied for a new job?

4.

0
0
0
0

NO

0
CI

CI
CI

ID

0

CI

CI

CI

0

0
0

CI
CI

CI

0

Started a new job at another company?

CI

0

Been laid off?
Left your job for any other reason? (Please Specify)

CI

0

Please rate your ability to perform each of the following activities.
(Please mark one response for eva)' activity)

Poor

0
0
0

Read English
Understand English
Speak English
Write in English

CI

Work as part of a team
Use math
Solve problems/use reasoning

I:1

0
0

Fair

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Good

0

Excellent

CI

0
0

0
0
10

0

ID

CI

0

ID

Cl

ID

Thank you. You have completed this form.
Please return it to your instructor.
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JobLink

Lesson 1: Identifying Workplace Conflicts & Ways of Resolution

Conflict Resolution Survey
1.

What are the most frequent kinds of conflicts in the workplace?

2.

How do people at work usually deal with conflicts? (Check as many as apply to your worksite.)

Gossip or spread rumors
Get a supervisor to solve the conflict

Get angry
Avoid the conflict
Listen to one another carefully
Look for revenge in some way
Force others to do it their way
Talk directly to the people involved
Have a meeting to talk it over
Take sides

Let it go
Silently resist

Try to understand the other persons
point of view
Other

3.

How do you usually deal with a company conflict or with a personal conflict?

4.

How do you wish people would handle conflicts?

5.

What effects do unresolved conflicts have on people? On companies?

6.

Describe your companys policy for dealing with conflicts in the workplace.

7.

How could we prevent workplace conflicts?

18 0
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Conflict Resolution Survey
(continued)
8.

Rate your ability to resolve conflicts. On a scale of 0 (not able) to 100 (very able), enter
the number that best describes your competence:
Dealing with your own conflicts:
Helping with the conflicts of others:
Handling company conflicts:

9.

%
0/0

%

Rate yourself as a communicator. On each line below, write A (excellent), B (lective),
C (average), or D (inlective):

As a speaker
As a listener
With someone who speaks English as a second language
With someone from a different culture
With your co-workers
With your supervisor or manager
With your employees (if you're a supervisor)
10.

Rate your company's communication effectiveness. Write A (excellent), B (lective), C (average),
or D (ineffective):

18 i
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Lesson 1: Identifying Workplace Conflicts & Ways of Resolution

Joblink

Common Conflicts/Resolutions

Common Conflicts in the Workplace:

Typical Ways of Resolving Conflicts in the Workplace

Lesson 1: Identifying Workplace Conflicts...
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Lesson 1: Identifying Workplace Conflicts te Ways of Resolution

Job Link

Consensus =

The general opinion or agreement of a group.

Consensus=
A decision agreed upon by the entire group or team.
A decision that all members can support and no members oppose.

and the will
Consensus involves time, listening, consideration of all ideas, flexibility, cooperation,
to act as a team for the best of the company, group, and individual.
Might not be everyones first choice or priority. Might not make everyone totally satisfied.

Does

not violate or compromise any strong convictions.

Is the most lea and desired goal of decision-making and conflict resolution.

183
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Lesson 1: Identifying Workplace Conflicts & Ways of Resolution

jobLink

Giving Advice
Option 1
Write a short letter asking for advice (i.e., a Dear Abby letter) containing an unresolved
conflict (either real or imagined) that you have had at work.

Share your letter with another person, who will give you advice, will write a solution,
and then return your letter to you.

Option 2
Half Of the ClaSS: As an employee, write a letter to your company (Dear Company),
describing a conflict you are aware of and asking for a solution.

write a letter to the
Other half of the class: Acting as a spokesperson for the company,
employees (Dear Employees) concerning a company conflict and asking for a solution.
4110

Exchange your letter with someone from the other half and propose resolutions to the
conflicts raised.
Return your letters to the original writers and discuss the solutions.

18 I
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3

2

1

Date
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Conflict Observed
Was Managed

How Conflict

_

(Dominate, Accommodate
Avoid, Collaborate)

Style

Conflict Resolution Log
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Lesson 2: Developing a Win-Win

Management of Conflict
Self-Evaluation
How do you act in conflicts? (Be honest. Check whatever is true most of the time.)
1.

I play to win.

2. I just want to avoid conflicts.

4)

3.

I usually let other people win.

4.

I try to make sure other people win, as well as myself

5.

If I lose, I make sure other people also lose.

6.

I get angry and try to win by force.

7.

I let other people decide.

8.

I just mind my own business.

9.

I try to work with people to find an agreeable answer for everyone.

10.

I want everyone to agree with me.

11.

I usually try to find a compromise.

12.

I say, "You go your way, I'll go mine

13.

I withdraw until other people come to me.

14.

I try to get others on my side.

15.

I go along with the other person's ideas.

16.
17.

I try to let a third party resolve the conflict.
I tell my point of view and allow others to express theirs.

18.

I try to look for another perspective or for an alternative way.

19.

I try to agree with everyone.

20. I let other people take care of the problem.

(other)

18 7
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Lesson 2: Developing a

Win-Win
Graph

High

A

0

Dominate

Collaborate

°I win/You lose°

I win/You win

Avoidance

Accommodate

I lose/You lose°

°I lose/You win"

Concern
for Goals

V

I High

Low A
Concern for Relationships
My main style of managing a conflicts is

and less of

I would like to do more of
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Lesson 2: Developing a Win-Win Attitude

Developing a uWin-Win" Mindset
When trying to resolve a conflict one person does not have to be completely light and the other
person completely wrong. There can be two winners! With some patience, thoughtfulness, and creativity
we can often find a solution which allows both sides to be content This is called a Win-Win situation. It
is usually the most effective resolution.
To find a Win-Win solution, we have to be dear about what the real conflict is. We have to
discuss the real issue or problem. We have to think about what each person involved in the conflict
needs.

Consider the following conflict and what each person needs:

Pedro goes to the company tool room to find a tool he needs to complete a rush job. The tool is
not there. Later he sees that Jim has the needed tool in his personal tool box Pedro gets angry and yells
at Jim. Jim tries to explain that he has had to use the tool several times that day, also for an important
job. Pedro feels the pressure of his own deadline, becomes more angry and demands the tool. Jim
becomes more defensive and refuses to give Pedro the tool. They become involved in a lengthy
until the supervisor comes and tells them to get back to work.

rgument

What is the conflict?

What does each person need?

What solutions can you think of for Jim and Pedro's conflict?

Which solution could be a Win-Win solution?

For each person to win, who needs to do what?
Pedro needs to
ioJim needs to

The Supervisor needs to
Lesson 2: Developing a Win-Win Attitude
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Lesson 2: Developing a Win-Win

Steps Toward Conflict Resolution
Win-Win
Resolution

(Steps person B
or group B can take)

(Steps person A
or group A can take)

Name the conflict

1.

Name, identify or describe the primary conflict in the blank above.

2.

Think of steps each party involved in the conflict can take.

3.

steps for additional parties,
Write the steps in the blanks above. (You may add additional
for example, person C or D.)

4.

Why or why not?
Will any or all of these steps lead to a Win-Win resolution?

100
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Lesson 2: Developing a

Workplace Conflict Scenarios
Read the following situation together. Discuss the
your answers.

questions with you group and write

Don, Amy, and Phillipe work in the same department on the Day Shift When they came
in Friday morning, they realized the Night Shift had left several parts unfinished or with
problems. This had happened several times before. Resentfully, Don, Amy, and Phillipe finished
Their
the work and fixed the problems. However this reduced their own shifts productivity.
supervisor became angry when he saw their shifts production. Though Don, Amy, and Phillipe
tried to explain the problem to their supervisor, he just said he didn't want to hear any
excuses-he wanted to see results; if they couldn't do the job effectively, someone else would.
with no resolve.
When they confronted the Night Shift angrily, it turned into a huge argument
Part A
1.

Name the conflict(s).

2.

What does each person in the situation need?

3.

What is a possible solution? (Try to use a Win-Win mindset, using the "Steps Toward Conflict
Resolution" chart.)

4.

What could you do if the first solution isn't effective?

Part B
Name a conflict you are having or have had, with someone at work:

What are some possible solutions?
situation? (Write the steps on
How might there be a Win-Win resolution be achieved in your
the "Steps Toward Conflict Resolution° chart)

19 1
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Lesson 2: Developing a Win-Win Attitude

Today's Lesson
What did you learn today?
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

19 2
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Think of Someone Who ...
Think of someone who communicates well:

Why do you think that person is an effective communicator?

What can you learn from that person?

Think of someone you have a difficult time communicating with:

Why do you think it is so difficult?

What can be done to achieve more effective communication?

1e3
Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict Resolution
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Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict

Characteristics of a Good Communicator

What makes a person an effective speaker? (List as many characteristics as you

what makes a person a good listener? (List as many characteristics as you

can.)

can.)

EFFECTIVE SPEAKING + SKILLED LISTENING = GOOD COMMUNICATION!

19
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Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict

ROI
Communication Skills

Personal
+ (Positives)

- (Negatives)

+ (Positives)

- (Negatives)

Company

Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict Resolution
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Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict

Communication Tips
When you are speaking:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

Try to be clear and concise as to your point
Tell people exactly what you want them to know or do.
acronyms, or technical talk.)
Use words your listener(s) will understand. (Avoid overly sophisticated ,
Pay attention to the listeners body language.
Give your listener a chance to respond, clarify, or ask questions.
Make sure listeners understand your topic or context
what
Check your tone of voice. How you say something is as important (if not more so) as
you say.
Try to enunciate dearly.
Think carefully before you speak.
Remember: Just because you know what you mean and you think you've said it dearly, others
may still not know what you mean or understand you.

*Can you add another important tip for speaking effectively?

When you are listening:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
10.

Look at the person speaking to pay attention and show respect
Ask questions to clarify or check your understanding.
Ignore distracting noises, people, or events as much as possible.
Don't think about what you want to say while the other person is speaking.
Always respond to the person speaking.
Don't interrupt, finish sentences, or hurry the person speaking.
Never assume you understand another person. Make sure!
what the
Suspend your judgments for the moment. Allow yourself to really consider
speaker is saying.
Try to restate the speakers main point and important facts, asking the speaker if your
understanding is correct
Listen with your eyes, face, body, mind, and heart. Be present to the one speaking.
Remember: Listening is hard work, but it gives a high return on your investment

*Can you add another tip for listening skillfully?

COMMUNICATION!
* EFFECTIVE SPEAKING + SKILLFUL LISTENING = GOOD

196
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Lesson 3: Tools for

Communication Evaluation
(low) and
Rate yourself on each item from the Communication Tips. Enter a number between 1
10 (high):

Listening

Speaking
1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

5.

6.

6.
7.

7.

8.

8.

9.

9.

10.

10.

Optional: How would your spouse or a close friend rate you in each
about a co-worker? Your supervisor? Cell, team, or department?

of these categories? How

What areas seem to be your strengths?
What areas seem to be your weaknesses?
What would you most like to improve?
skills? (from 1-10)
How would you rate your company's overall communication

improve the most?
Which communication skill does your company need to
1 .9 '7
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Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict

My First Impression

I came to the U.S. in 1986. My first impression was that I felt freedom, but
lonely when I got home. On my first day here, I walked down the street. I felt

hungry, so I stopped by a little snack shop to get something to eat. I gave my
order: A hamburger and coke can. A cop was standing by the order window. He
heard my order, looked at me, and asked, What do you want? I said, A
hamburger and Coke can. He said, What cocaine!. The snack shop owner heard
this and got scared. No cocaine sold here! he said. The cop came over to me and
asked again, What do you want? I repeated, A Coke can, a Coke in can. Then
everyone looked at me and laughed. They said, Next time, don't do it again. I felt
embarrassed and left. I've never forgotten my first day in the U.S.

193
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ESL and Cross-Cultural Communication
When speaking to people for whom English is a second language (ESL) or people from other
cultures:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Speak clearly, slowly and simply. Avoid sophisticated language. Use short sentences. Stop
so that the person can process what you are saying.
Don't speak unnaturally or louder.
Avoid idioms, slang, and abbreviations.
Be patient. You might need to say the same thing several times, especially names,
numbers, and directions. Spell it or write it out if necessary. Say it another way, with
different words, or helpful gestures. Remember : Communication is the goal. Without it,
everyone loses.
Check your tone of voice. Even though an ESL person might not understand all of what
you say, he or she most often understands your tone, especially a negative one. All
people respond better to gentleness, kindness, and respect.
Check to see if the person understands by asking specific questions. Do not ask, Do you
understand? People from other cultures will often answer yes, especially to a person in a
position of authority, as a sign of respect or politeness not as an indication of
understanding.
People from many cultures will not look directly at you, believing it is disrespectful.
Don't force them to look you in the eye. They are most likely listening very carefully. You
can try to explain or assure a person from another culture that its okay to face you
directly, but its best not to force your customs on others.
Gestures are different in other cultures. Don't assume that a gesture in America means
the same in other parts of the world (or vice-versa). For example the positive Okay sign
in America is very offensive to a Brazilian. Try to learn about anothers culture, especially
gestures and customs.
Speak to ESL people the way you would want to be spoken to if you lived in a foreign
country and had to survive using another language.
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ESL and Cross-Cultural Communication
(continued)
from
areother
When listening to people for whom English is a second language or who
cultures:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

Help them understand. Make it easier rather than more difficult
If you don't understand something they say, ask again (and give them time to think and
formulate a response don't cut them off).
If you didn't hear what they said (sometimes ESL people speak softly due to a lack of
confidence or a fear of ridicule), ask them to repeat the same words (when someone
doesn't hear them they often assume it is because of their poor English skills).
Don't misinterpret or be offended by an ESL persons tone of voice. They are
concentrating on choosing the right words, pronunciation, and grammatical structures,
and they are considering cultural differences. Intonation is very difficult for them. Listen
to their words.
Try not to correct an ESL speakers English while he or she is talking or in front of others
to avoid confusion and embarrassment. Its better to help afterwards.
Understand that many cultures communicate effectively through indirect means vs.
directly They are usually not trying to be evasive or deceptive. Try to listen carefully for
their intended meaning, it is often very thoughtful and considerate. Ask questions to
clarify meaning or intent.
Many cultures are more passive than the U. S. They are not accustomed to speaking out
in meetings, volunteering information, or speaking on behalf of themselves. This can be a
very uncomfortable experience for both sides. Considerate questions, careful
explanations, encouragement and patience can yield the desired goals of communication
and participation.
Use available moments during the work day to speak English with an ESL person. This
can cultivate a relationship in which English skills can be developed and confidence
gained. You will be greatly appreciated, and communication will occur, to the benefit of
all.

200
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ESL and Cross-Cultural Communication
(continued)
For ESL speakers:
Speak slowly, dearly, and boldly.
Speak loud enough for others to hear you, especially in meetings. Often, others cannot
2.
hear you. Its not always your English, but your soft voice, that hinders communication.
Be willing to repeat your words as many times as needed until communication happens.
3.
If someone doesn't understand your pronunciation, try another word or describe what
4.
you mean. You can also try spelling or writing the word you are trying to pronounce.
This can be very frustrating, but don't give up too soon.
Take risks. Find someone you feel comfortable with and try new words and phrases. This
5.
is the only way to improve your communication skills.
Allow others to help you make the needed corrections-See the listener as your partner in
6.
communication.
Its okay to make mistakes. Perfection is not the goal communication is! Smile or laugh
7.
when you make mistakes and try again.
Don't let people discourage you by their laughter or insults. Deflect negativity and keep
8.
going towards your goal: to communicate in English. Your efforts to learn and use
English are admirable and worthy of respect.
Just because something is polite, respectful, or important in your culture, don't assume it
9.
is the same in another culture. Your company has its own culture. You must work with a
variety of different people in a common company culture while at work. Learn from,
respect and cooperate with people who are different.
10. Offer your ideas, suggestions, and opinions in meetings and on teams. Companies expect
and need your verbal participation in groups.
1.

201
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ESL and Cross-Cultural Communication
(continued)
For ESL listeners
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

10.

Focus on understanding main points, not every word, otherwise you might get lost and
miss the important information. Make sure you know the context or topic; it will help
you understand necessary words and concepts.
Listen for important details and the order of steps or procedures (sequence: pay attention
to words like first-second-third then, next before, after, finally, etc.).
Try to get the important facts and information in any disaission. If you do not
understand what has been said in a meeting or dass, after dass ask someone to explain
the necessary information.
Avoid side discussions (especially with someone in your first language) and other
distractions while another is speaking. Its important to concentrate fully on the person
speaking in order to understand. Conversation is like a puzzle: you need all the pieces
for understanding.
Ask people to spell names and addresses, especially on the phone. Use the A- as-inapple, B-as-in-boy, C-as-in-cat technique to clarify similar-sounding letters or words.
Distinguish between 0 (say oh) and 0 (say zero), and be extra careful to distinguish
between difficult sounds like 15 and 50, 13 and 30, etc.
Ask questions if you do not understand or need more information.
Say back what you think you understand to assure communication.
Ask supervisors or others to write down information important to your job.
Ask others to' repeat if you do not understand. Don't just say Yes or Thank you or leave.
Understanding the correct information is important for your job and your life. Don't
guess make sure you understand!
Practice at home. Listen to native-spoken English in short amounts. Tape or video record
short segments to listen to repetitively. Use scripts of TV shows or dosed-caption
machines to check understanding. Most importantly, practice listening to native-speakers
talking, and check for understanding.
Keep learning English. Be a continual, lifelong student. It takes a long time, so be patient
with yourself and others. Use what you learn, especially on the job. Your attempts to
learn and use English are important for you and very important to your company.
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Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

Its a dog eat dog world
but whoever said we had to be dogs?

203
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Rules for a Fair Fight

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight
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Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

Past-Conflict Evaluation
Think of a time when you could not agree with another person or
group. Describe the situation briefly below:

Was it a fair fight?

Yes

NO

Why or why not?

Can you now think of a better way to handle it?
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Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

Tips for Disagreements
1.

Treat the other person with respect. Don't blame or accuse!
Avoid personal attacks (for example, That's stupid! You don't know what you're talking about!)

Tip: Tell why you disagree; explain your feelings.
2.

Ask questions to be sure you understand.
Ask, for example, Are you saying...? OR: Is this what you mean...?

3.

Find something you can agree to.
There must be something you both can agree to, even when you feel or think differently
about the subject Find common ground.

4.

Agree to disagree.

5.

Don't give up.

Some conflicts don't get resolved right away. Acknowledge that you have a difference of
opinion and agree to respect one another. Don't let the problem get in the way of your
common tasks or in the way of company business.

Keep open the option of a later resolution. Sometimes people need time to calm down and
process the problem.

Can you add tips to this list? Use the space below.
6.

7.
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Strategies
1.

Stop insisting on your point of view.

2.

Try to stay calm.

3.

Focus on understanding the other persons main point.
Try to restate the other persons point dearly and fairly to make sure you are

Don't repeat it over and over. Say it once, simply and dearly. Give the other person(s)
time to process your point
Anger worsens the problem! Then people say foolish words, reactions multiply, and
doors to future resolution dose.

understanding correctly.
4.

Ask for time to think and try to set up another time to talk.

5.

Suggest a third party or mediator.

6.

Minimize conflict damage to leave doors open.
Don't...
Do...

To make sure you keep working on the problem, set a day and time when you'll meet
again. Use the time to process and think about the others need and your real needs.
If the conflict seems to be at a standstill, consider asking a mutually respected person to
help work out a resolution.

Show respect
Stay calm.

Think of the other person and the company.
Use listening/speaking tools.
Keep a Win-Win mindset.

Devalue, insult ridicule.
Blow up or rant and rave.
Give ultimatums or impossible choices.
Do all the talking.
Give up.

Use your conflict-resolution tools to think of alternative solutions that
make for Win-Win conclusions.
8. Vent your feelings, or bounce your ideas off a neutral third party.
9. Try again! Listen to the other persons new ideas, and suggest your
alternatives.
10. If step 9 doesn't bring a satisfactory conclusion, try using a mutually
trusted mediator and repeat steps 1 through 9!
7.

sr
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Managing the Conflict Within
Part A
1.

2.

Write about a time when you were really angry What happened and why? How did
you act/react? Was the conflict resolved? If so, how? If not why not? What do you
wish you had done differently?

In the company, what things are really frustrating for you or make you angry?
(Share with a partner)

3.

How does your frustration or anger affect workplace productivity?

Part B
1.

How do you manage or deal with your anger, frustration, or other inner conflicts?
(Count to 100? Go for a walk? Yell at the dog? Vent to a partner? other?)

2.

What are some conflict prevention strategies you can use? How can you plan before
the problem? How can you contain the destructive factors of a conflict?

3.

What is a useful strategy or plan you can use when you get frustrated or angry?
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Seeing Another Point of View May Help
Break the Cycle of Anger
By Doris Hehnering
St. Louis Post-Dispatch

Fighting with someone over an event that happened two months ago? Two
years ago? Seven years ago?

Judy and her husband agreed that she would be a stay-at-home mom and raise their four children
even though she had a masters degree. The year before their last child was out of the nest, her husband
announced he wanted a divorce.
One of his reasons he desired a woman who did something with her life other than baby-sit
children. Although this was five years ago, Judy continues to fight with her husband in her head and
feels like a victim.

Mark lost his job seven months ago. Although the handwriting was on the wall that his job might
be ending, Mark did nothing to make himself a more valuable employee, nor did he start pursuing other
job possibilities.
Today, still out of a job. Mark vacillates between feeling angry with his old boss and angry with
himself

The question: How do you rid yourself of continuing a fight in your head and
move on in your life?

One technique is to try to understand the other person's point of view. What other reasons did the
husband have for leaving his wife? Why did the boss choose to let Mark go?
Most people who are continually bound up in their anger are unable to dearly see the situation
what the other
from the other person's vantage point. They justify their own behavior and exaggerate
person did. As soon as you can see an event from another person's viewpoint you soften emotionally
and your anger dissipates.
Another technique is not to allow yourself to think about the event Judy must stop herself from
reflecting on her life with her ex-husband. For her these thoughts of the past are dangerous because
they provoke her anger.
Mark needs to forget his old job and concentrate on looking for a new one.
Research shows the way to sustain anger is to brood about the event or to rehash it again and
other topics, your feelings
again with your friends. Once you change your thinking and conversations to
of being trod upon will leave.
Exercise is another way to shed anger. It's just too physically taxing to fight with someone in your
head while at the same time walking briskly, pumping iron or using a stair-stepper.
Feeling angry is unpleasant and mostly a waste of energy It makes feeling intimate and dose to
others impossible. And it often results in lowered self-esteem.
and remember:
The best way to rid yourself of ongoing anger-use the techniques suggested above,
There is almost nothing you can't forgive.
Lesson 5: Managing the Conflicts Within
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Breaking the Cycle of Anger
Read "Seeing Another Point of View.: and answer the following questions:

4)

1.

What are the main conflicts used as examples in the article?

2

What techniques does the article suggest to help break the cyde of anger?

3.

Can you come up with any other strategies to break the cyde?

4.

Think of a "cycle" situation in your company. How might "finding another point of
view" or one of other strategies benefit this situation and possibly break the cyde?

5.

Do you now face a personal conflict that might be healed by an alternative perspective
or by some other strategy?

0
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Workplace Resources
1.

What avenues exist at your workplace for conflict resolution?

2.

What resources are there for anger/inner conflict management? List as many as you know:

3.

Are different kinds of conflicts handled by different people or departments?

4.

Are you encouraged to participate in solving conflicts? If so, in what ways can or do
you participate?

5.

Do you believe your ideas are taken seriously? Are they ever implemented?

6.

In the company, are "ground rules" used and followed? If so what are they?

7.

What kinds of resources, intrapersonal or interpersonal do you wish were available in
your company? If they do not exist now, how might they be created?
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Another Way
The train clanked and rattled through the suburbs of Tokyo on a drowsy spring afternoon. Our car
was comparatively empty-a few housewives with their kids in tow, some old folks going shopping. I
gazed absently at the drab houses and dusty hedgerows.
At one station the doors opened, and suddenly the afternoon quiet was shattered by a man
bellowing violent, incomprehensible curses. The man staggered into our car. He wore laborer's clothing
and was big, drunk and dirty. Screaming, he swung at a woman holding a baby The blow sent her
spinning into the laps of an elderly couple. It was a miracle that the baby was unharmed.
Terrified, the couple jumped up and scrambled toward the other end of the car. The laborer aimed
a kick at the retreating back of the old woman but missed as she scuffled to safety. This so enraged the
drunk that he grabbed the metal pole in the center of the car and tried to wrench it out of its stanchion.
I could see that one of his hands was cut and bleeding. The train lurched ahead, the passengers frozen
with fear. I stood up.
I was young then, some 20 years ago, and in pretty good shape. I'd been putting in a solid eight
hours of Aikido training nearly every day for the past three years. I liked to throw and grapple. I
thought I was tough. The trouble was, my martial skill was untested in actual combat As students of
Aikido, we were not allowed to fight.
'Aikido," my teacher had said again and again, "is the art of reconciliation. Whoever has the mind
to fight has broken his connection with the universe. If you try to dominate people, you're already
defeated. We study how to resolve conflict, not how to start it'
I listened to his words. I tried hard. I even went so far as to cross the street to avoid the
"chimpira," the pinball punks who lounged around the train stations. My forbearance exalted me. I felt
both tough and holy. In my heart, however, I wanted an absolutely legitimate opportunity whereby I
might save the innocent by destroying the guilty.
"This is it!" I said to myself as I got to my feet. "People are in danger. If I don't do something fast,
somebody will probably get hurt
Seeing me stand up, the drunk recognized a chance to focus his rage. "Aha!" he roared. "A foreigner!
You need a lesson in Japanese manners!"
I held on lightly to the commuter strap overhead and gave him a slow look of disgust and
dismissal. I planned to take this turkey apart, but he had to make the first move. I wanted him mad, so I
pursed my lips and blew him an insolent kiss.
"All right!" he hollered. "You're gonna get a lesson!" He gathered himself for a rush at me.
A fraction of a second before he could move, someone shouted "Hey!" It was earsplitting. I
remember the strangely joyous, lilting quality of it-as though you and a friend had been searching
diligently for something and he had suddenly stumbled upon it. "Hey!"
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(continued)
I wheeled to my left; the drunk spun to his right. We both stared down at a little old Japanese
man. He must have been well into his seventies, this tiny gentleman, sitting there immaculate in his
kimono. He took no notice of me, but beamed delightedly at the laborer, as though he had a most
important, most welcome secret to share.
"C'mere," the old man said in an easy vernacular, beckoning to the drunk. "C'mere and talk with
me He waved his hands lightly.
The big man followed, as if on a string. He planted his feet belligerently in front of the old
gentleman and roared above the clacking wheels, "Why the hell should I talk to you?" The drunk now
had his back to me. If his elbow moved so much as a millimeter, I'd drop him in his socks.
The old man continued to beam at the laborer. "What' cha been drinkin7 he asked, his eyes
sparkling with interest "I been drinkin' sake," the laborer bellowed back "and ifs none of your business!"
Flecks of spittle spattered the old man.
"Oh, thafs wonderful," the old man said, "absolutely wonderful! You see, I love sake, too. Every
night me and my wife (she's 76, you know), we warm up a little bottle of sake and take it out into the
garden, and we sit on an old wooden bench. We watch the sun go down, and we look to see how our
persimmon tree is doing. My great-grandfather planted that tee, and we worry about whether it will
recover from those ice storms we had last winter. Our tree has done better than I expected, though,
especially when you consider the poor quality of the soil. It is gratifying to watch when we take our
sake and go out to enjoy the evening-even when it rains!" He looked up at the laborer, eyes twinkling.
As he struggled to follow the old man, his face began to soften. His fists slowly undenched. "Yeah,"
he said. "I love persimmons, too..'.' His voice trailed off.
"Yes," said the old man smilin& "and I'm sure you have a wonderful wife
"No," replied the laborer. "My wife died7 Very gently, swaying with the motion of the train, the big
man began to sob. "I don't got no wife, I don't got no home, I don't got no job. I'm so ashamed of
myself.' Tears rolled down his cheeks, a spasm of despair rippled through his body.
As I stood there in my well-scrubbed youthful innocence, my make-this-world-safe-fordemocracy righteousness, I fdt dirtier than he was.
Then the train arrived at my stop. As the doors opened, I heard the old man duck sympathetically.
"My, my," he said, "that is a difficult predicament indeed. Sit down here and tell me about it'.'
I turned my head for one last look. The laborer was sprawled on the seat with his head in the old
man's lap. The old man was softly stroking the filthy, matted hair.
As the train pulled away, I sat down on a bench in the station. What I had wanted to do with
muscle had been accomplished with kind words. I had just seen Aikido in action, and the essence of it
was love. I would have to practice the art with an entirely different spirit It would be a long time before
I could speak about the resolution of conflict.
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A Third Alternative
1.

Read "Another War What is the main point of this story?

2.

How did each character in the story manage conflict?

3.

Can you find a personal application for this story?

4.

Is there a way to apply this story to a company conflict?

.

6.

Are conflicts always negative? How can conflicts benefit a person or a company?

What other emotions, problems, and kinds of stress cause inner conflict and affect the
workplace? How can they be turned into productive factors?
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Strategies of Prevention
1.

How can we prevent conflicts in the workplace? List as many strategies as you can:

2.

Which strategies have you already used?

3.

Which ones might be helpful for you to try in the future?

4.

Which ones need to be further developed within your company?

5.

Can you suggest how these strategies might be developed in your company?
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All I Really Needed to Learn, I Learned in Kindergarten
"I realized then that I already know most of what's necessary to live a meaningful life that it isn't
all that complicated. I know it. And have known it for a long, long time. Living it -well, that's another
matter, yes? Here's my Credo:
"All I really need to know about how to live and what to do and how to be I learned in
kindergarten. Wisdom was not at the top of the graduate-school mountain, but there in the sandpile of
Sunday School. These are the things I learned:
"Share everything. Play fair. Don't hit people. Put things back where you found them. Clean up
your own mess. Don't take things that aren't yours. Say you're sorry when you hurt somebody. Wash
your hands before you eat. Flush. Warm cookies and milk are good for you. Live a balanced life-learn
some and think some and draw and paint and sing and dance and play and work every day some. Take
a nap every afternoon. When you go out into the world, watch for traffic, hold hands, and stick
together. Be aware of wonder. Remember the little seed in the Styrofoam cup: the roots go down and the
plants go up and nobody really knows how or why, but we are all like that. Goldfish and hamsters and
white mice and even the little seed in the Styrofoam cup-they all die. So do we. And then remember the
Dick-and-Jane books and the first word you learned-the biggest word of all-LOOK.
"Everything you need to know is in there somewhere. The Golden Rule and love and basic
sanitation. Ecology and politics and equality and sane living.
"Take any one of those items and extrapolate it to your family life or your work or your
government or your world and it holds true and clear and firm':
Robert Fulgham

For each application under "Kindergarten," find an application helpful for adult
"Personal/Company" conflicts:
Personal/Company

Kindergarten
1.

Share everything.

1.

2.

Play fair.

2.

3.

Don't hit people.

3

4.

Put things back where
you found them.

4.

5.

Clean up your own mess.

5.

6.

Don't take things that aren't yours.

6.

Lesson 6: Conflicts: Heading 'em Off at the Pass
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(continued)
Say you're sorry when
you hurt somebody.

7.

8.

Wash your hands before you eat

8.

9.

Flush.

9.

10.

Warm cookies and milk are good for you. 10.

11.

Live a balanced life-learn some and
think some and draw and paint and
sing and dance and play and work
every day some.

11.

12.

Take a nap every afternoon.

12.

13.

When you go out into the

13.

7.

world, watch for traffic,
hold hands, and stick together.
14.

Be aware of wonder. Remember the
little seed in the Styrofoam cup: the

14.

roots go down and the plants go up
and nobody really knows how or why,
but we are all like that
15.

Goldfish and hamsters and white mice
and even the little seed in the Styro-foam
cup-they all die. So do we.

15.

16.

And then remember the Dick-and-Jane
books and the first word you learnedthe biggest word of all-LOOK.

16.

(Think of your schooling, your parents, your culture, your experience. What can you add?)

40

17.

17.

18.

18.

19.

19.

20.

20.
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Conflict Resolution Objectives: Lessons 1-6
Goals: To help students (1) understand workplace conflicts and (2) develop skills for handling conflicts
constnzctively and creatively

Objectives of Workshop 1: identifying Workplace Conflicts and Ways of Resolution"
1.

2.
3.

To identify common workplace conflicts.
To identify (a) ways of resolution that help and (b) ways that hinder.
To understand the meaning of consensus.

Objectives of Workshop 2: "Developing a Win-Win Attitude"
To identify your own conflict-management style.
1.
To understand why Win-Win options are better solutions.
2.
To resolve some practical and personal workplace conflicts. [AU:mpractical" OM]
3.
Objectives of Workshop 3: "Tools for Conflict Resolution: Speaking and Listening
Constructively"
1.

2.
3.

To identify and improve effective speaking and listening skills.
To use communication tools appropriately in conflict resolutions.
To improve communication and understanding among employees who are native
English speakers, employees for whom English is a second language (ESL), and
employees from different cultures.

Objectives of Workshop 4: "How to Have a Fair Fight"
1.

2.
3.

To create and use guidelines for respectful and constructive disagreement.
To apply these guidelines to the workplace in an effort to minimize conflict damage.
To use strategies necessary for creating future possibilities of conflict resolution.

Objectives of Workshop 5: "Managing the Conflicts Within"
1.

2.

To identify inner conflicts and ways of managing them.
To develop strategies and alternative ways of breaking cycles of anger and other inner
conflicts.

3.

To identify and create company resources useful in conflict resolution.

Objectives of Workshop 6: "Conflicts: Heading "ern Off at the Pass"
1.

2.
3.

To learn strategies for conflict prevention.
To develop workplace application for preventive measures.
To present what has been learned as a useful product for the company.
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Conflict Resolution Poster
1.

Create a poster that presents what you have learned in these workshops-a
poster that can be helpful to your company.

2.

Add your company's logo to the poster. Make it colorful, multidimensional,
informative, graphic and simple to understand.

3.

Evaluate the posters to determine which is best. Using group consensus,
evaluate the posters for their content, presentation, and usulness to people in
your company.
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Conflict Resolution Survey
1.

What are the most frequent kinds of conflicts in the workplace?

2.

How do people at work usually deal with conflicts? (Check as many as apply to your worksite.)

Gossip or spread rumors
Get a supervisor to solve the conflict

Get angry
Avoid the conflict
Listen to one another carefully
Look for revenge in some way
Force others to do it their way
Talk directly to the people involved
Have a meeting to talk it over
Take sides

Let it go
Silently resist

Try to understand the other persons
point of view
Other

3.

How do you usually deal with a company conflict or with a personal conflict?

4.

How do you wish people would handle conflicts?

5.

What effects do unresolved conflicts have on people? On companies?

6.

Describe your companys policy for dealing with conflicts in the workplace.

7.

How could we prevent workplace conflicts?

22 0
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8.

Rate your ability to resolve conflicts. On a scale of 0 (not able) to 100 (very able), enter
the number that best describes your competence:
Dealing with your own conflicts:
Helping with the conflicts of others:
Handling company conflicts:

9.

0/0
0/0
0/0

Rate yourself as a communicator. On each line below, write A (excellent), B (lective),
C (average), or D (inlective):

As a speaker
As a listener
With someone who speaks English as a second language
With someone from a different culture
With your co-workers
With your supervisor or manager
With your employees (if you're a supervisor)
10.

Rate your company's communication effectiveness. Write A (excellent), B (lective), C (average),
or D (iniffective):
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Common Conflicts/Resolutions

Common Conflicts in the Workplace:

Typical Ways of Resolving Conflicts in the Workplace

20")
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Consensus =

The general opinion or agreement of a group.

Consensus=
A decision agreed upon by the entire group or team.
A decision that all members can support and no members oppose.

Consensus involves time, listening, consideration of all ideas, flexibility, cooperation, and the will
to act as a team for the best of the company, group, and individual.

Might not be evayones first choice or priority. Might not make everyone totally satisfied.

Does

not violate or compromise any strong convictions.

Is the most lea and desired goal of decision-making and conflict resolution.
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Dear Abby
Part A
Read the letter to Abby.

Discuss a solution with your partner. Make sure you identify the real conflict. Try to find
some helpful solutions. Share your ideas with the whole dass.

Compare Abbys answer to your own and to the other answers read in dass.
Working with the dass, decide on the best solution.

Part B

option .1
Write a short letter to Abby containing an unresolved conflict (either real or imagined)
that you have had at work.

Share your letter with another person, who will play Abby, will write a solution, and
then return your letter to you.

option 2
Half Of the Class: As an employee, write a letter to your company (Dear Company),
describing a conflict you are aware of and asking for a solution.
Other half of the class: Acting as a spokesperson for the company, write a letter to the
employees (Dear Employees) concerning a company conflict and asking for a solution.

Exchange your letter with someone from the other half and propose resolutions to the
conflicts raised.

Return your letters to the original writers and discuss the solutions.
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3

2

1

2 95

Date

Conflict Observed
Was Managed

How Conflict
(Dominate, Accommodate
Avold, Collaborate)

Style

Conflict Resolution Log
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A Hole in the Boat
Some people were sitting in a boat, when one of them took a drill and began
to drill a hole under his seat
The other people in the boat became very concerned and said to him, 'What
are you doing?"
He replied, "Am I not drilling the hole under my own seat? What does this
have to do with you?"

Questions to discuss and ponder:

What does this have to do with you?
What does this have to do with your company?
What does this have to do with conflict resolution?
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Win-Win
Graph

High

Collaborate

Dominate

win/You win-

win/You lose°

Concern
for Coals

Accommodate

Avoidance

lose/You win

I lose/You lose'

High

Low

Concern for Relationships
My main style of managing a conflicts is

and less of

I would like to do more of
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Developing a "Win-Win" Mindset
When trying to resolve a conffict, one person does not have to be completely right and the other
person completely wrong. There can be two winners! With some patience, thoughtfulness, and creativity
we can often find a solution which allows both sides to be content. This is called a Win-Win situation. It
is usually the most effective resolution.
To fmd a Win-Win solution, we have to be clear about what the real conflict is. We have to
discuss the real issue or problem. We have to think about what each person involved in the conflict
needs.

Consider the following conflict and what each person needs:

Pedro goes to the company tool room to find a tool he needs to complete a rush job. The tool is
not there. Later he sees that Jim has the needed tool in his personal tool box. Pedro gets angry and yells
at Jim. Jim tries to explain that he has had to use the tool several times that day, also for an important
job. Pedro feels the pressure of his own deadline, becomes more angry, and demands the tool. Jim
becomes more defensive and refuses to give Pedro the tool. They become involved in a lengthy
argument until the supervisor comes and tells them to get back to work.
What is the conflict?

What does each person need?

What solutions can you think of for Jim and Pedro's conflict?

Which solution could be a Win-Win solution?

For each person to win, who needs to do what?
Pedro needs to
Jim needs to

The Supervisor needs to
Lesson 2: Developing a Win-Win Attitude
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Steps Toward Conflict Resolution
Win-Win
Resolution

(steps person B
or group B can take)

(steps person A
or group A can take)

*

Name the conflict

1.

Name, identify, or describe the primary conflict in the blank above.

2.

Think of steps each party involved in the conflict can take.

3.

Write the steps in the blanks above. (You may add additional steps for additional parties,
for example, person C or D.)

4.

Will any or all of these steps lead to a Win-Win resolution? Why or why not?

0
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Workplace Conflict Scenarios
Read the following situation together. Discuss the questions with you group and write
your answers.
Don, Amy, and Phillipe work in the same department on the Day Shift When they came
in Friday morning, they realized the Night Shift had left several parts unfinished or with
problems. This had happened several times before. Resentfully, Don, Amy, and Phillipe finished
the work and fixed the problems. However this reduced their own shifts productivity. Their
supervisor became angry when he saw their shifts production. Though Don, Amy, and Phillipe
tried to explain the problem to their supervisor, he just said he didn't want to hear any
excuses-he wanted to see results; if they couldn't do the job effectively, someone else would.
When they confronted the Night Shift, angrily, it turned into a huge argument with no resolve.
Part A
1.

Name the conflict(s).

2.

What does each person in the situation need?

3.

What is a possible solution? (Try to use a Win-Win mindset, using the °Steps Toward Conflict
Resolution" chart.)

4.

Part

What could you do if the first solution isn't effective?

B

Name a conflict you are having, or have had, with someone at work:

What are some possible solutions?

How might there be a Win-Win resolution be achieved in your situation? (Write the steps on
the "Steps Toward Conflict Resolution" chart)
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Today's Lesson
What did you learn today?
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

23?
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Think of Someone Who ...
Think of someone who communicates well:

Why do you think that person is an effective communicator?

What can you learn from that person?

Think of someone you have a difficult time communicating with:

Why do you think it is so difficult?

What can be done to achieve more effective communication?
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Characteristics of a Good Communicator

What makes a person an effective speaker? (List as many characteristics as you can.)

410

What makes a person a good listener? (List as many characteristics as you can.)

EFFECTIVE SPEAKING + SKILLED LISTENING = GOOD COMMUNICATION!
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ROI

Communication Skills

Personal
+ (Positives)

- (Negatives)

+ (Positives)

- (Negatives)

Company
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Communication Tips
When you are speaking:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

Try to be dear and concise as to your point
Tell people exactly what you want them to know or do.
Use words your listener(s) will understand. (Avoid overly sophisticated , acronyms, or technical talk.)
Pay attention to the listeners body language.
Give your listener a chance to respond, clarify, or ask questions.
Make sure listeners understand your topic or context
Check your tone of voice. How you say something is as important (if not more so) as what
you say.
Try to enunciate dearly.
Think carefully before you speak.
Remember: Just because you know what you mean and you think you've said it dearly, others
may still not know what you mean or understand you.

*Can you add another important tip for speaking effectively?

When you are listening:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

Look at the person speaking to pay attention and show respect
Ask questions to darify or check your understanding.
Ignore distracting noises, people, or events as much as possible.
Don't think about what you want to say while the other person is speaking.
Always respond to the person speaking.
Don't interrupt finish sentences, or hurry the person speaking.
Never assume you understand another person. Make sure!
Suspend your judgments for the moment Allow yourself to really consider what the
speaker is saying.
Try to restate the speakers main point and important facts, asking the speaker if your
understanding is correct.
Listen with your eyes, face, body, mind, and heart Be present to the one speaking.
Remember: Listening is hard work, but it gives a high return on your investment

*Can you add another tip for listening skillfully?

* EFFECTIVE SPEAKING + SKILLFUL LISTENING = GOOD COMMUNICATION!
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Communication Evaluation
Rate yourself on each item from the Communication Tips. Enter a number between 1 (low) and
10 (high):

Listening

Speaking
1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

5.

6.

6.

7.

7.

8.

8.

9.

9.

10.

10.

Optional: How would your spouse or a dose friend rate you in each of these categories? How
about a co-worker? Your supervisor? Cell, team, or department?

What areas seem to be your strengths?
What areas seem to be your weaknesses?

What would you most like to improve?
How would you rate your company's overall communication skills? (from 1-10)
Which communication skill does your company need to improve the most?
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My First Impression

I came to the U.S. in 1986. My first impression was that I felt freedom, but

lonely when I got home. On my first day here, I walked down the street. I felt
hungry, so I stopped by a little snack shop to get something to eat. I gave my
order: A hamburger and coke can. A cop was standing by the order window. He

heard my order, looked at me, and asked, What do you want? I said, A
hamburger and Coke can. He said, What, cocaine!. The snack shop owner heard
this and got scared. No cocaine sold here! he said. The cop came over to me and
asked again, What do you want? I repeated, A Coke can, a Coke in can. Then

everyone looked at me and laughed. They said, Next time, don't do it again. I felt
embarrassed and left. I've never forgotten my first day in the U.S.
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ESL and Cross-Cultural Communication
When speaking to people for whom English is a second language (ESL) or people from other
cultures:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Speak clearly, slowly and simply. Avoid sophisticated language. Use short sentences. Stop
so that the person can process what you are saying.
Don't speak unnaturally or louder.
Avoid idioms, slang, and abbreviations.
Be patient. You might need to say the same thing several time's, especially names,
numbers, and directions. Spell it or write it out if necessary. Say it another way, with
different words, or helpful gestures. Remember : Communication is the goal. Without it,
everyone loses.
Check your tone of voice. Even though an ESL person might not understand all of what
you say, he or she most often understands your tone, especially a negative one. All
people respond better to gentleness, kindness, and respect.
Check to see if the person understands by asking specific questions. Do not ask, Do you
understand? People from other cultures will often answer yes, especially to a person in a

position of authority, as a sign of respect or politeness not as an indication of
understanding.
People from many cultures will not look directly at you, believing it is disrespectful.
Don't force them to look you in the eye. They are most likely listening very carefully. You
can try to explain or assure a person from another culture that its okay to face you
directly, but its best not to force your customs on others.
Gestures are different in other cultures. Don't assume that a gesture in America means
the same in other parts of the world (or vice-versa). For example the positive Okay sign
in America is very offensive to a Brazilian. Try to learn about anothers culture, especially
gestures and customs.
Speak to ESL people the way you would want to be spoken to if you lived in a foreign
country and had to survive using another language.
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ESL and Cross-Cultural Communication
(continued)
When listening to people for whom English is a second language or who are from other
cultures:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

Help them understand. Make it easier rather than more difficult
If you don't understand something they say, ask again (and give them time to think and
formulate a response don't cut them off).
If you didn't hear what they said (sometimes ESL people speak soffiy due to a lack of
confidence or a fear of ridicule), ask them to repeat the same words (when someone
doesn't hear them they often assume it is because of their poor English skills).
Don't misinterpret or be offended by an ESL persons tone of voice. They are
concentrating on choosing the right words, pronunciation, and grammatical structures,
and they are considering cultural differences. Intonation is very difficult for them. Listen
to their words.
Try not to correct an ESL speakers English while he or she is talking or in front of others
to avoid confusion and embarrassment. Its better to help afterwards.
Understand that many cultures communicate effectively through indirect means vs.
directly They are usually not trying to be evasive or deceptive. Try to listen carefully for
their intended meaning, it is often very thoughtful and considerate. Ask questions to
clarify meaning or intent.
Many cultures are more passive than the U. S. They are not accustomed to speaking out
in meetings, volunteering information, or speaking on behalf of themselves. This can be a
very uncomfortable experience for both sides. Considerate questions, careful
explanations, encouragement, and patience can yield the desired goals of communication
and participation.
Use available moments during the work day to speak English with an ESL person. This
can cultivate a relationship in which English skills can be developed and confidence
gained. You will be greatly appreciated, and communication will occur, to the benefit of
all.
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ESL and Cross-Cultural Communication
(continued)
For ESL speakers:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Speak slowly, clearly, and boldly.
Speak loud enough for others to hear you, especially in meetings. Often, others cannot

hear you. Its not always your English, but your soft voice, that hinders communication.
Be willing to repeat your words as many times as needed until communication happens.
If someone doesn't understand your pronunciation, try another word or describe what
you mean. You can also try spelling or writing the word you are trying to pronounce.
This can be very frustrating, but don't give up too soon.
Take risks. Find someone you feel comfortable with and try new words and phrases. This
is the only way to improve your communication skills.
Allow others to help you make the needed corrections-See the listener as your partner in
communication.
Its okay to make mistakes. Perfection is not the goal communication is! Smile or laugh
when you make mistakes and try again.
Don't let people discourage you by their laughter or insults. Deflect negativity and keep
going towards your goal: to communicate in English. Your efforts to learn and use
English are admirable and worthy of respect.
Just because something is polite, respectful, or important in your culture, don't assume it
is the same in another culture. Your company has its own culture. You must work with a
variety of different people in a common company culture while at work. Learn from,
respect, and cooperate with people who are different.
Offer your ideas, suggestions, and opinions in meetings and on teams. Companies expect
and need your verbal participation in groups.
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ESL and Cross-Cultural Communication
(continued)
For ESL listeners
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

10.

Focus on understanding main points, not every word, otherwise you might get lost and
miss the important information. Make sure you know the context or topic; it will help
you understand necessary words and concepts.
Listen for important details and the order of steps or procedures (sequence: pay attention
to words like first-second-third then, next, before, after, finally, etc.).
Try to get the important facts and information in any discussion. If you do not
understand what has been said in a meeting or class, after class ask someone to explain
the necessary information.
Avoid side discussions (especially with someone in your first language) and other
distractions while another is speaking. Its important to concentrate fully on the person
speaking in order to understand. Conversation is like a puzzle: you need all the pieces
for understanding.
Ask people to spell names and addresses, especially on the phone. Use the A- as-inapple, B-as-in-boy, C-as-in-cat technique to clarify similar-sounding letters or words.
Distinguish between 0 (say oh) and 0 (say zero), and be extra careful to distinguish
between difficult sounds like 15 and 50, 13 and 30, etc.
Ask questions if you do not understand or need more information.
Say back what you think you understand to assure communication.
Ask supervisors or others to write down information important to your job.
Ask others to repeat if you do not understand. Don't just say Yes or Thank you or leave.
Understanding the correct information is important for your job and your life. Don't
guess make sure you understand!
Practice at home. Listen to native-spoken English in short amounts. Tape or video record
short segments to listen to repetitively. Use scripts of TV shows or dosed-caption
machines to check understanding. Most importantly, practice listening to native-speakers
talking, and check for understanding.
Keep learning English. Be a continual, lifelong student. It takes a long time, so be patient
with yourself and others. Use what you learn, especially on the job. Your attempts to
learn and use English are important for you and very important to your company.
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Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

Its a dog eat dog world
but whoever said we had to be dogs?
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Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

4,
Rules for a Fair Fight

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

0
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Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

Past-Conflict Evaluation
Think of a time when you could not agree with another person or
group. Describe the situation briefly below:

Was it a fair fight?

Yes

No

Why or why not?

Can you now think of a better way to handle it?
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Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

Tips for Disagreements
1.

Treat the other person with respect. Don't blame or accuse!
Avoid personal attacks (for example, That's stupid! You don't know what you're talking about!)
Tip: Tell why you disagree; explain your feelings.

2.

Ask questions to be sure you understand.
Ask, for example, Are you saying...? OR: Is this what you mean...?

3.

Find something you can agree to.
There must be something you both can agree to, even when you feel or think differently
about the subject Find common ground.

4.

Agree to disagree.

5.

Don't give up.

Some conflicts don't get resolved right away. Acknowledge that you have a difference of
opinion and agree to respect one another. Don't let the problem get in the way of your
common tasks or in the way of company business.

Keep open the option of a later resolution. Sometimes people need time to calm down and
process the problem.

Can you add tips to this list? Use the space below.
6.

7.

0
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Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

Strategies
1.

Stop insisting on your point of view.
Don't repeat it over and over. Say it once, simply and dearly. Give the other person(s)
time to process your point

2.

Try to stay calm.
Anger worsens the problem! Then people say foolish words, reactions multiply, and
doors to future resolution dose.

3.

Focus on understanding the other persons main point.
Try to restate the other persons point dearly and fairly to make sure you are
understanding correctly.

4.

Ask for time to think and try to set up another time to talk.

5.

Suggest a third party or mediator.

To make sure you keep working on the problem, set a day and time when you'll meet
again. Use the time to process and think about the others need and your real needs.
If the conflict seems to be at a standstill, consider asking a mutually respected person to
help work out a resolution.

6.

Minimize conflict damage to leave doors open.
Do...
Show respect

Don't...

Stay calm.

Blow up or rant and rave.
Give ultimatums or impossible choices.
Do all the talking.
Give up.

.Devalue, insult, ridicule.

Think of the other person and the company.
Use listening/speaking tools.
Keep a Win-Win mindset.
7.

8.
9.
10.

Use your conflict-resolution tools to think of alternative solutions that
make for Win-Win conclusions.
Vent your feelings, or bounce your ideas off a neutral third party.
Try again! Listen to the other persons new ideas, and suggest your
alternatives.
If step 9 doesn't bring a satisfactory conclusion, try using a mutually
trusted mediator and repeat steps 1 through 9!
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Managing the Conflict Within
Part A
I.

Write about a time when you were really angry. What happened and why? How did
you act/react? Was the conflict resolved? If so, how? If not why not? What do you
wish you had done differently?

2.

In the company, what things are really frustrating for you or make you angry?
(Share with a partner)

3.

How does your frustration or anger affect workplace productivity?

Part B
1.

How do you manage or deal with your anger, frustration, or other inner conflicts?
(Count to 100? Go for a walk? Yell at the dog? Vent to a partner? other?)

2.

What are some conflict prevention strategies you can use? How can you plan before
the problem? How can you contain the destructive factors of a conflict?

3.

What is a useful strategy or plan you can use when you get frustrated or angry?
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Lesson 5: Managing the Conflicts Within

Seeing Another Point of View May Help
Break the Cycle of Anger
By Doris Hehnering
St. Louis Post-Dispatch

Fighting with someone over an event that happened two months ago? Two
years ago? Seven years ago?
Judy and her husband agreed that she would be a stay-at-home mom and raise their four children
even though she had a master's degree. The year before their last child was out of the nest her husband
announced he wanted a divorce.
One of his reasons he desired a woman who did something with her life other than baby-sit
children. Although this was five years ago, Judy continues to fight with her husband in her head and
feels like a victim.

Mark lost his job seven months ago. Although the handwriting was on the wall that his job might
be ending, Mark did nothing to make himself a more valuable employee, nor did he start pursuing other
job possibilities.

Today, still out of a job, Mark vacillates between feeling angry with his old boss and angry with
himself.

The question: How do you rid yourself of continuing a fight in your head and
move on in your life?
One technique is to try to understand the other person's point of view. What other reasons did the
husband have for leaving his wife? Why did the boss choose to let Mark go?
Most people who are continually bound up in their anger are unable to clearly see the situation
from the other person's vantage point. They justify their own behavior and exaggerate what the other
person did. As soon as you can see an event from another person's viewpoint you soften emotionally
and your anger dissipates.
Another technique is not to allow yourself to think about the event Judy must stop herself from
reflecting on her life with her ex-husband. For her these thoughts of the past are dangerous because
they provoke her anger.
Mark needs to forget his old job and concentrate on looking for a new one.
Research shows the way to sustain anger is to brood about the event or to rehash it again and
again with your friends. Once you change your thinking and conversations to other topics, your feelings
of being trod upon will leave.
Exercise is another way to shed anger. It's just too physically taxing to fight with someone in your
head while at the same time walking briskly, pumping iron or using a stair-stepper.
Feeling angry is unpleasant and mostly a waste of energy. It makes feeling intimate and dose to
others impossible. And it often results in lowered self-esteem.
The best way to rid yourself of ongoing anger-use the techniques suggested above, and remember:
There is almost nothing you can't forgive.
Transparency 25
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Breaking the Cycle of Anger
Read "Seeing Another Point of View..7 and answer the following questions:
I.

What are the main conflicts used as examples in the article?

2.

What techniques does the article suggest to help break the cycle of anger?

3.

Can you come up with any other strategies to break the cycle?

4.

Think of a "cycle" situation in your company. How might "finding another point of
view" or one of other strategies benefit this situation and possibly break the cycle?

5.

Do you now face a personal conflict that might be healed by an alternative perspective
or by some other strategy?
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Workplace Resources

II)

1.

What avenues exist at your workplace for conflict resolution?

2.

What resources are there for anger/inner conflict management? List as many as you know:

3.

Are different kinds of conflicts handled by different people or departments?

4.

Are you encouraged to participate in solving conflicts? If so, in what ways can or do
you participate?

5.

Do you believe your ideas are taken seriously? Are they ever implemented?

6.

In the company, are "ground rules" used and followed? If so what are they?

7.

What kinds of resources, intrapersonal or interpersonal do you wish were available in
your company? If they do not exist now, how might they be created?

Lesson 5: Managing the Conflicts Within
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Another Way
The train clanked and raffled through the suburbs of Tokyo on a drowsy spring afternoon. Our car
was comparatively empty-a few housewives with their kids in tow, some old folks going shopping. I
gazed absently at the drab houses and dusty hedgerows.
At one station the doors opened, and suddenly the afternoon quiet was shattered by a man
bellowing violent, incomprehensible curses. The man staggered into our car. He wore laborer's clothing
and was big drunk and dirty. Screaming he swung at a woman holding a baby. The blow sent her
spinning into the laps of an elderly couple. It was a miracle that the baby was unharmed.
Terrified, the couple jumped up and scrambled toward the other end of the car. The laborer aimed
a kick at the retreating back of the old woman but missed as she scuffled to safety. This so enraged the
drunk that he grabbed the metal pole in the center of the car and tried to wrench it out of its stanchion.
I could see that one of his hands was cut and bleeding. The train lurched ahead, the passengers frozen
with fear. I stood up.
I was young then, some 20 years ago, and in pretty good shape. I'd been putting in a solid eight
hours of Aikido training nearly every day for the past three years. I liked to throw and grapple. I
thought I was tough. The trouble was, my martial skill was untested in actual combat. As students of
Aikido, we were not allowed to fight
'Aikido," my teacher had said again and again, "is the art of reconciliation. Whoever has the mind
to fight has broken his connection with the universe. If you try to dominate people, you're already
defeated. We study how to resolve conflict, not how to start it'
I listened to his words. I tried hard. I even went so far as to cross the street to avoid the
"chimpira," the pinball punks who lounged around the train stations. My forbearance exalted me. I felt
both tough and holy. In my heart, however, I wanted an absolutely legitimate opportunity whereby I
might save the innocent by destroying the guilty.
"This is it!" I said to myself as I got to my feet. "People are in danger. If I don't do something fast,
somebody will probably get hurt'
Seeing me stand up, the drunk recognized a chance to focus his rage. "Aha!" he roared. "A foreigner!
You need a lesson in Japanese manners!"
I held on lightly to the commuter strap overhead and gave him a slow look of disgust and
dismissal. I planned to take this turkey apart, but he had to make the first move. I wanted him mad, so I
pursed my lips and blew him an insolent kiss.
"All right!" he hollered. "You're gonna get a lesson!" He gathered himself for a rush at me.
A fraction of a second before he could move, someone shouted "Hey!" It was earsplitting. I
remember the strangely joyous, lilting quality of it-as though you and a friend had been searching
diligently for something and he had suddenly stumbled upon it. "Hey!"
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Another Way
(continued)
I wheeled to my left; the drunk spun to his right. We both stared down at a little old Japanese
man. He must have been well into his seventies, this tiny gentleman, sitting there immaculate in his
kimono. He took no notice of me, but beamed delightedly at the laborer, as though he had a most
important, most welcome secret to share.
"C'mere," the old man said in an easy vernacular, beckoning to the drunk. "C'mere and talk with
me!' He waved his hands lightly.
The big man followed, as if on a string. He planted his feet belligerently in front of the old
gentleman and roared above the clacking wheels, "Why the hell should I talk to you?" The drunk now
had his back to me. If his elbow moved so much as a millimeter, I'd drop him in his socks.
The old man continued to beam at the laborer. "Whatcha been drinkin'?" he asked, his eyes
sparkling with interest. "I been drinkin sake," the laborer bellowed back, "and it's none of your business!"
Flecks of spittle spattered the old man.
"Oh, that's wonderful," the old man said, "absolutely wonderful! You see, I love sake, too. Every
night, me and my wife (she's 76, you know), we warm up a little bottle of sake and take it out into the
garden, and we sit on an old wooden bench. We watch the sun go down, and we look to see how our
persimmon tree is doing. My great-grandfather planted that tree, and we worry about whether it will
recover from those ice storms we had last winter. Our tree has done better than I expected, though,
especially when you consider the poor quality of the soil. It is gratifying to watch when we take our
sake and go out to enjoy the evening-even when it rains!" He looked up at the laborer, eyes twinlding.
As he struggled to follow the old man, his face began to soften. His fists slowly unclenched. "Yeah,"
he said. "I love persimmons, too..!' His voice trailed off.
"Yes," said the old man, smiling "and I'm sure you have a wonderful wife!'
"No," replied the laborer. "My wife died!' Very gently, swaying with the motion of the train, the big
man began to sob. "I don't got no wife, I don't got no home, I don't got no job. I'm so ashamed of
myself' Tears rolled down his cheeks, a spasm of despair rippled through his body.
As I stood there in my well-scrubbed youthful innocence, my make-this-world-safe-fordemocracy righteousness, I felt dirtier than he was.
Then the train arrived at my stop. As the doors opened, I heard the old man cluck sympathetically.
"My, my," he said, "that is a difficult predicament indeed. Sit down here and tell me about it'
I turned my head for one last look. The laborer was sprawled on the seat with his head in the old
man's lap. The old man was sofdy stroking the filthy, matted hair.
As the train pulled away, I sat down on a bench in the station. What I had wanted to do with
muscle had been accomplished with kind words. I had just seen Aikido in action, and the essence of it
was love. I would have to practice the art with an entirely different spirit. It would be a long time before
I could speak about the resolution of conflict.
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A Third Alternative
1.

Read "Another Way7 What is the main point of this story?

2.

How did each character in the story manage conflict?

3.

Can you find a personal application for this story?

4.

Is there a way to apply this story to a company conflict?

5.

Are conflicts always negative? How can conflicts benefit a person or a company?

6.

What other emotions, problems, and kinds of stress cause inner conflict and affect the
workplace? How can they be turned into productive factors?
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doblink

Lesson 6: Conflicts: Heading 'em Off at the Pass

Strategies of Prevention
1.

How can we prevent conflicts in the workplace? List as many strategies as you can:

2.

Which stategies have you already used?

3.

Which ones might be helpful for you to try in the future?

4.

Which ones need to be further developed within your company?

5.

Can you suggest how these strategies might be developed in your company?

2r-

01,.)

Lesson 6: Conflicts: Heading 'em Off at the Pass
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Lesson 6: Conflicts: Heading 'em Off at the Pass

All I Really Needed to Learn, I Learned in Kindergarten

410

"I realized then that I already know most of what's necessary to live a meaningful life that it isn't
all that complicated. I know it. And have known it for a long, long time. Living it -well, that's another
matter, yes? Here's my Credo:
'All I really need to know about how to live and what to do and how to be I learned in
kindergarten. Wisdom was not at the top of the graduate-school mountain, but there in the sandpile of
Sunday School. These are the things I learned:
"Share everything. Play fair. Don't hit people. Put things back where you found them. Clean up
your own mess. Don't take things that aren't yours. Say you're sorry when you hurt somebody Wash
your hands before you eat. Flush. Warm cookies and milk are good for you. Live a balanced life-learn
some and think some and draw and paint and sing and dance and play and work every day some. Take
a nap every afternoon. When you go out into the world, watch for traffic, hold hands, and stick
together. Be aware of wonder. Remember the little seed in the Styrofoam cup: the roots go down and the
plants go up and nobody really knows how or why, but we are all like that. Goldfish and hamsters and
white mice and even the little seed in the Styrofoam cup-they all die. So do we. And then remember the
Dick-and-Jane books and the first word you learned-the biggest word of all-LOOK.
"Everything you need to know is in there somewhere. The Golden Rule and love and basic
sanitation. Ecology and politics and equality and sane living.
"Take any one of those items and extrapolate it to your family life or your work or your
government or your world and it holds true and clear and firm'.'
Robert Fulgham

For each application under uKindergarten," find an application helpful for adult
uPersonal/Company" conflicts:
Personal/Company

Kindergarten
1.

Share everything.

1.

2.

Play fair.

2.

3.

Don't hit people.

3

4.

Put things back where
you found them.

4.

5.

Clean up your own mess.

5.

6.

Don't take things that aren't yours.

6.

Lesson 6: Conflicts: Heading 'em Off at the Pass
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All I Really Needed to Learn, I Learned in Kindergarten
(continued)
Say you're sorry when
you hurt somebody.

7.

8.

Wash your hands before you eat.

8.

9.

Flush.

9.

10.

Warm cookies and milk are good for you. 10.

11.

Live a balanced life-learn some and
think some and draw and paint and
sing and dance and play and work
every day some.

11.

12.

Take a nap every afternoon.

12.

13.

When you go out into the

13.

7.

world, watch for traffic,
hold hands, and stick together.
14.

Be aware of wonder. Remember the
little seed in the Styrofoam cup: the

14.

roots go down and the plants go up
and nobody really knows how or why,
but we are all like that.
15.

Goldfish and hamsters and white mice
and even the little seed in the Styro-foam
cup-they all die. So do we.

15.

16.

And then remember the Dick-and-Jane
books and the first word you learnedthe biggest word of all-LOOK.

16.

(Think of your schooling, your parents, your culture, your experience. What can you add?)
17.

17.

18.

18.

19.

19.

20.

20.
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Joblink

Conflict Resolution Objectives: Lessons 1-6
Goals: To help students (1) understand workplace conflicts and (2) develop skills for handling conflicts
constnictively and creatively.

Objectives of Workshop 1: "Identifying Workplace Conflicts and Ways of Resolution"
1.

2.
3.

To identify common workplace conflicts.
To identify (a) ways of resolution that help and (b) ways that hinder.
To understand the meaning of consensus.

Objectives of Workshop 2: "Developing a Win-Win Attitude"
To identify your own conflict-management style.
1.
To understand why Win-Win options are better solutions.
2.
To resolve some practical and personal workplace conflicts. [AU:"practical" OK1
3.

Objectives of Workshop 3: "Tbols for Conflict Resolution: Speaking and Listening
Constructively°
1.

2.
3.

To identify and improve effective speaking and listening skills.
To use communication tools appropriately in conflict resolutions.
To improve communication and understanding among employees who are native
English speakers, employees for whom English is a second language (ESL), and
employees from different cultures.

Objectives of Workshop 4: "HOW to Have a Fair Fight"
To create and use guidelines for respectful and constructive disagreement.
1.
To apply these guidelines to the workplace in an effort to minimize conflict damage.
2.
To use strategies necessary for creating future possibilities of conflict resolution.
3.

Objectives of workshop 5: "Managing the Conflicts Within"
1.

2.

To identify inner conflicts and ways of managing them.
To develop strategies and alternative ways of breaking cydes of anger and other inner
conflicts.

3.

To identify and create company resources useful in conflict resolution.

Objectives of Workshop 6: "Conflicts: Heading 'ern Off at the Pass"
1.

2.
3.

To learn strategies for conflict prevention.
To develop workplace application for preventive measures.
To present what has been learned as a useful product for the company.

Lesson 6: Conflkts: Heading 'em Off at the Pass
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Resolving Conflicts 'V
Lesson 6: Conflicts: Heading 'em Off at the Pass

Job Link

Conflict Resolution Poster
1.

Create a poster that presents what you have learned in these workshopsa
poster that can be helpful to your company.

2.

Add your company's logo to the poster. Make it colorful, multddimensional,
informative, graphic and simple to understand.

3.

Evaluate the posters to determine which is best. Using group consensus,
evaluate the posters for their content, presentation, and usulness to people in
your company.

Lesson 6: Conflicts: Heading 'em Off at the Pass
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Supervisor Getting Along With Co-Workers

Resolving Conflicts

w

Instructoes Manual
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jobLink

V Supervisor Lesson 1:

V Table of Contents

Instructor's Manual- To Help You on the Job

Resolving Conflicts

A

!

264

4

Ja Lid

Supervisor Lesson 1

Getting Along With Co-Workers

Resolving Conflicts

265

1

Supervisor Lesson 1

266
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267

Supervisors are then asked what effect unresolved conflicts have on their company's ROI. A list of
answers is compiled, as well as the potential ROI of this module.

allows time for questions and clarification.

The session begins with a discussion about how conflict is handled in the company. Supervisors
then fill out the same survey as their employees will. Then the trainer presents an overview of the
module's topics and objectives, gives the supervisors a chance to "flip through" the module, and

consequent implementation.

and concerns and encourage continual support for the employees throughout the sessions and

Page 4

JobLink

This session assists supervisors in understanding the goals and objectives of the conflict resolution
module. By including the supervisors in the training up front, the instructor can address their needs

lir Lesson Description

Supervisor Lesson

Resolving Conflicts

Participate in the training and
its workplace applications.

given.

Understand the objectives of the
training their employees will be

Supervisor Lesson 1

268

Hardware

1

TrInIMOMY

[rS110014

Large Group

0(1.

269

Discussion

5 min.

10 min.

5 min.
5 min.

10 min.

10 min.

15 min.

Page 5

Sign-in Sheet

Opening- Large Group
First Activity- Large Group
Second Activity- Large Group
Third Activity- Large Group
Fourth Activity- Large Group
Fifth Activity- Small Groups
Ending- Large Group

Total Time: 60 minutes

Classroom Set-up

"All I Really Needed to Learn,
(Supervisor Handout 5)
Supervisor's Packet: (H-1 through H-33
from Student Module)

Small Groups

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

Nndealt

044)

Handouts

"Conflict Resolution Survey" (Supervisor
Handout 1)
"Conflict Resolutions Objectives:
Lessons 1-6" (Supervisor Handout 2)

T Handouts

Materials Needed

"All I Really Needed to Learn, _7
(Supervisor Transparency 6)

"ROI" (Supervisor Transparency 4)
"Supervisor's Role in Training" (Supervisor
Transparency 5)

Lessons 1-6" (Supervisor Transparency 3)

"Conflict Resolutions Objectives:

"Conflict Resolution Survey" (Supervisor
Transparency 2)

"Conflicts at our Company" (Supervisor
Transparency 1)

"ROI" (Supervisor Handout 3)
"Supervisor's Role in Training"
(Supervisor Handout 4)

Handouts (cont'd)

Transparencies
SIONVISOI

Materials Needed

JobLink
Materials Needed

Transparencies

Overhead
Markers
Paper and pencils (1 for each
person)
Copies of module
Blank transparencies

Key

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.

V Hardware

Materials Needed

training.

3. Realize the ROI benefit of this

2.

1.

By completing this lesson, supervisors
will be able to:

Objectives

Supervisor Lesson

Resolving Conflicts

Supervisor Lesson I

270

Supervisor Lesson
1

Resolving Conflicts V

Cam., Carr Ditrin

Supervisor
Transparency 1

Carnipt 0111% by C.

lapwdzaillegsupareany

JobLInk

BEST CON A\jAtA.:,
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Ir.*. Lam I

I

Conflicts at our Company

Resolving Conflicts

11111 tunIsr LLLLL n

27

Page 6

joblink

1

n-1)

SUPSIVISOr

Supervisor Lesson 1

272

TranipanInCy

Welcome everyone and introduce yourself, JobLink, and the module topic.

4.

3.

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

business? Do they have an impact? How?"

273

Ask, "How do conflicts between employees or between supervisors and employees effect your

Page 7

jobUnk

Lead a discussion on the process of conflict resolution at the company. Write down on a flipchart
or overhead the options the company recommends.

2. Ask "How are conflicts at work typically handled at (company name)"?

1.

'V Opening: 15 Minutes

stir Activities

Supervisor Lesson

Resolving Conflicts :.!?

Supervisor Lesson 1

2 P7 4

Supervisor Lesson
1

Resolving Conflicts V

I

Describe your mmpanys policy for dealing with conflicts in the workplace.

Hew could we prevent workplace conflicts?

6.

7.

ST COPY

Copyrieit ©1996 by Coast Community College District

Supervisor
Handout 1, Transparency 2

fariwytoor MN.. II

What effects do unresolved osnflicts have on people? On companies?

5.

WOO 0IPN b Gra Cananty Calm. DOM

How do you wish people would handle conflicts?

4.

fAcerWr

How do you usually deal with a company conflid or with a personal °mad?

Try to undastarel the other persons
point of view
Other

Let it go
Silently iesist

Gossip or spread minors
Get a supervisor to solve the conflict

3.

Take sides

look for revenge in some way
Force others to do it their way
Talk difectly to the people involved
Have a meeting to talk it over

Get angry
Avoid the conflict
listen to one another carefully

How do people at work usually deal with conflict? fChmt m many as °iffy to your worbite)

jobilnk

2

Conflict Resolution Survey

Losan

What am the most flequent kinds of conflicts in the workplace?

p

I.

I

MIResolving Couflkto

AMOS

275

Page 8

Jobb/7k

Supervisor Lesson 1

1

276

Tnna$11011MY

noncom

lupin/Nor

(MA. VO

Distribute the "Conflict Resolution Survey", project it, and explain that this is the same survey that
will be taken by the employees and used later as one means of evaluation. Ask supervisors to
participate in the survey.

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District
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2. Allow for any comments or questions or possible additions, items that might not apply to their
company, or clarification of company terms and policies.

1.

First Activity: 10 Minutes

Activities

Supervisor Lesson

Resolving Conflicts ir

Supervisor Lesson 1

273

Supervisor Lesson

Resolving Conilkts
1

000 rrr Lssn I

Resolving Conflicts V

JoblInk

To identiff common workplace conflicts
To identify (a) ways of II:solution that help and (b) ways that hinder
To mderstand the meaning of coreasus

To identify your own conflict-management style
To understand why Wn-Win options are better solutions
To resolve some practical and personal woricplace conflicts liklepracticar Or71

To use communication tools appeopriately in =ilia resolutions.
To improve communication and undectanding among employees who are native

To create and use guidelines for respectful and °instructive disagreement
To apply these guidelines to the workplace in an effort to minimize contlic damage
To use strategic necessary for creating future possibilities of conflict tesoludon.

To identify and mate company resources useful in conflica resolution.

conflicts.

To identify inner conflicts and ways of managing dein
To develop strategies and alternative ways of breakirg cycles of anger and other inner

laparvbx 4wIrsail 2
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Supervisor
Handout 2, Transparency 3

Coprip OM by Caw Commit, Cage 011.1

To present what has been learned as a =fill product for the company

To kern strategies for conflict prevention
To develop workplace appliction for preventive measures

lwrwlaer las. I

3.

2

I.

Otiecdres ce Workshop & 'Confect* Homo 'an OR at the Poor

3.

2

I.

Indecdres ot Workshop & leanadIng MeV:atlas WNW'

3.

2

I.

Otescdves or Workshop & 'How to Have a leir NOW

English speakers, employees for whom English is a seoond language (ESL), and
employees from different cultures.

To identify and improve effective speaking and listening skills

2
&

I.

ConansctIver

Oldettives of Workshop & Tools for Catlike Itenslutlerk Opeoldng and Ustenkm

&

2

L

Objectives of Workshop 2: VevelopInp VII&WIn Meade'

3.

2

I.

Oteeedvto of Workshop 1: Identlfekto Workplace Conflicts and Mrs of Resoludon-

conanafivir and arming.

COS* To hap guano (1)undastand workolone onghas end (2) &dog sblls for haodling ccnflicts

Conflict Resolution Obfectives: Lessons 1-6

No

273

REST COPY AVAILABLE

Page 10

JobLink

1

Supervisor Lesson 1

280

TIMINNIMICV

MOM

SAISINIar

014. T40

2.

1.

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

Allow for questions and comments.

281

Page 11

jobLink

Distribute "Conflict Resolution Objectives: Lessons 1-6", project it and explain the goals, the
lesson titles, and the objectives.

Second Activity: 10 Minutes

Activities

Supervisor Lesson

Resolving Conflicts V

Supervisor Lesson 1

282

Supervisor Lesson
1

Resolving Conflicts V

ROI

Ceprip 110111b7 Ca. Cc*, Cale DM.

Ilarww.w Immq

Jolt**
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Supervisor
Handout 3, Transparency 4

Swrlece Yuen I

Comments/Questions:

( + ) Effects of resolved conflicts or good resolution skills:

( - I Effects of unresolved conflicts or poor resolution skills:

luporla I

NEResolving Conflicts

283

Page 12

JobLink

014.743

IMPIA1101r

284

mama
trnsomna

Supervisor Lesson 1

1

Project "ROI" on the overhead and distribute the handout.

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

3. Ask and/or provide positive ROI factors as a result of this taining.

2. Ask supervisors for negative effect on ROI due to unresolved conflict in the company.

1.

Third Activity: 5 Minutes

Activities

Supervisor Lesson

Resolving Conflicts

285

Page 13

jobLink

Supervisor Lesson 1

1

Go Ober the Coale Resolution Log with your employees
Employees will begin 'Conflict Resolution logs this sveek
'What is conflict recissionT 'What enrilkts do you see in the workplam
that effect your job?'
How do confkb negatively affect ow productivity and monk? What can
we do to moth consensus?

Discuss how the 'Hole in the Boaf applies to work situotions.

Discussion topics:

Abbbas Lam I

Discussion topics:

What to vetch for.
Quations to ask:

What you can do:

286

Camp 1.1; b, COMA Gassanly Caner Ile.

How can we help each othe communicate better?

do tiler

Arpviurr Lam I

Discussion Topics:

Questions to ask:

What to watch for

Who you can do:

411)

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

Continue observations, entriet and discretion of loge Read 'Seers
Arothe Point of Yaw...* Do and discuss Workplace Resources! Read
'Another Way! Encourage umbra to use their knowledge and sills at
home and at work
Ways angora try to broh the cycle of /Inge People who dernoratrate
skill in finding hdpful alternatives to chafing 'nth anger at work
What resources ae wadable or needed et eon worksite to help in conflict
and anger retoinion?
What strategies coukl we implerrent in our depart:nen to better manage
conflicts and anga?

CeolgotsWithis

efisagreernente.

Are you using any strange in your training to help in duagrenneras? Has
anyore been respoctful to you dining a recent conflict?
'Dog est dog world' Rules for fair fght Strategies and Op for

resolving cornet

PtIV ABLE

['plight 01016 be Owl Caressily Cal* Dada

287

low day MasYst

How can our depeonerst transfer Pe confict resolution training and Inutl
into the structure of our company? How can each situation in my
department become a win-win* pcmadity?
How can we continuaDy implement simple strategies such as 'what sve
learned in Kindergarten; in preventative ways and in conflict resolution?

ficifitate conflict resolution Proteges ancVpreverstion. The effect of conflict
resolutions on company ROI

Employees implementation of training in Talk "orbit contras. Ways to

efforts and applicationo to the workplace Be interested in their project
Footers and find ways to bring the ideas into other parts of your arta or
cornpany Continually emphasize the ROI aspect of conflict resolutions

Ft* App-eciate and armorer pour =pore, with ntgarel to their training

Continue VAAL on logs.' Help conflict observation conflict nanagernent .
and win-win become mindsets in your work arena. Reread the 'Conflict
Resolution Objectives: Lessons Ise Reread Workplace a Community by

1110

Page 14

JobLink

Continue participairg in the discussion of the loge Reed lips for
Disageerrente and thrateges! Encourage their implementation. Give any
observatiora. feedback or suggestions to the trainer so that any rsoboary
adjustments night be mode
Constructive dioagreanents respecthil apnea& saes of strategies in

Loam to Conalm Nteda m Off a Ms las

Discussion topics:

Questions to ask

What to watch for

What you can do:

Wow & lisregIng

Discussion topics:

Questions to ask:

What to ',lath for

Whet you can do:

(continued)

Supervisors Role In Training
Laden lk Now to Nina a Par ROW

Supervisor
Handout 4, Transparency 5

I Nosiest

Continue observations, erodes and discussion of loge Read
"Conanunication Tip' and do the 'Self-Evaluation' Read 'ESL & CrossCultural Cortmunicatiore Encounge E. mikes to Fnctice their skilb.
Employce asking nom &seams for understanding
'How doe being goOd Cellinillnicator aid in conflict resolution?' 'Which
of the communication skills do you think you are geod er Which of the
communication ski& would you Wee to get better afr Tiow do you plan to

Moon &RON for Canal& itatofftlost SpastIng eats liesnIng ecoreawasaly

What is a Wm -Wm' neither 'How can we apply it to resolving
conflichr

Continue participation and discussion of the loge Read 'A Hole in the
Boat' Encourage the vocabulary. discussion o( and applicatiora of a "WinWm rnindset within teams cells and departments.
Application of a Win-Win mindse in resolving conflicts

Questions to ask:

What to watch for

What you can do:

Leman I DeValoping -terpvier Attitude

Discussion topics:

Quenon. to ash

What you can cis:
What to watch for

LOOM t Mangy COMM and Ways of Reicadon In the Workplace

for this purpose These are gereral guiddines you nay use as tirne and opportunity permit. As you
know. the mote &re and energy invested the higher wit be the reum-for the errobyen youtseR and
thes conpany.

(Being -in it with than will yield the greetest payof) A packet of trateriab veil be given to you

mend and do some of the activites along with then

Generally it would be helpful to be even of what your employees art working on each week.
Your list of lesson Objective: 1-6' Will help you do this. It would be benefidal to read norm of the

Supervisors Role In Training

11111 Resolving (evinces

Resolving Conflkts
Supervisor Lesson

1

Supervisor Lesson 1

2.

1.

283

TrInweronct

NNICblit

SUPOMIOr

044.

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

AllOW for questions, clarifications, and additions (or subtractions, if necessary).

289
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Distribute "Supervisor's Role in Training", project it, and explain how supervisors can assist and
help transfer this training into the workplace.

Fourth Activity: 5 Minutes

Activities

Supervisor Lesson

Resolving Conflicts

Supervisor Lesson 1

I

1

Jobark

3

Don't ha people

Put things back where

3,

4

6.

290

Cap9I30 01314 by Caul Ceseastr,

Don't take things that amn't yours.

a

**rnas teem I

Clean up your own risme

3
S.

2

Play fait

2.

you found then

I.

Share eveything

1.

khafargartan

DO.

Pan101101Comparty

And then retnelther the Dick-and-lane
books and the first word you teamedthe biggest word of all-LOOK.

It

15.
Goktfish and hamsters and white mice
and even the lithe seed in the Stoo-foarn
cup-they all die. So do we

14,

13,

12.

11.

firreloar Lam I

20.

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

Soponlsor IltmA. A
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

4w4ta 33Alt or Ca. Cmsray Caip MOM

20.

19.

I&

It
19,

17.
17.

(Think of your schooling your pare*. your culture. your ctherience What can you add?)

IL

13

and nobody really brows how or why,
but ath are all like that

Be aware of wonder Remember the
little wed in dv Styrofoam cup: the
roots go down and the giants go up

hold hands, and stick together

world watch for oaf&

When you go out Oto the

nap every afternoon.

Take

every cley some

Live a balanced life-lesm some and
think some and draw and point aid
sing and dance and Flay and work

13,

14.

9.

7.

Warn, cookies and milk are good for you 10.

12

11.

10.

Rush.

Wash your hands before you eat

&
9.

Say you're sorry when
you hurt somebody.

7.

(continued)
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All I Really Needed to Learn, I Learned in Kindergarten

Supervisor
Handout 5, Transparency 6

Impereterneassarnern

For lath aralloanon uncle' Innelerapartan. fad an anploanan MOM fof ante
Varsonal/Companr contact*

Rotel Putgliani

'14111 redly need to know about how to live ard what to do and how to be I learned in
kindergarten. Wisdom was not et the top of the graduate-school mountain but there in the sandpile of
Sunday School These an the things I learned:
'Share everything Play fair Dont hit people Put things back where you found them Clean up
your own men. Dont take things that aren't yams. Say you're sony when you hurt somebody Wash
your hands before you eat Flush Warm cookies and nrilk ote good for you Live balanced lie-learn
some and think some and draw and paint and sing and dance ard play end work every day some Take
a nap matey afternoon When you go out into the world watch for trafflo hold han ds. and dick
together Be mere of wonder Remember the little seed in the Styrofoam cup: the roots go down and the
plane go up and nobody molly knows how or why, but we are ell Eke that Goldfish and hansom and
white mke and even the little seed in the Styrofoarn cup-they all die So do we And then terrernber the
Dick-and-Jane books and the first word you thawed-the biggest word of all-LOOK.
'Everything you need to brow is in there somewhere The Golden Rule and love and basic
sanitation Eoologi and politics and equality and lane living
lake my one of those keno and onrapolate it to your ferrety life or your work or your
government or your world and it holds tme and dear and firni

matter, yes? Here. my Credo:

1 reeked then that I already know most of what's necessary to Eve a meaningful life - that it isn't
all that complicated I know it And have known it for a long long time living it -well that's another

An I Really Needed to Learn, I Learned in Kindergarten

Inprisr sssss n

/1111 II Lonely's' Conflicts

Resolving Conflkts
Supervisor Lesson

Activities

1

Supervisor Lesson 1

292

TTNItglf011ef

OUDW11110?
11111100Ut

Read Fulgham's introduction aloud.

Distribute "All I Really Need, .." and project it on the overhead.

In the large group, ask for responses.

5.

Copyriett ©1996 by Coast Community College District

Ask them to determine workplace applications for each simple principle.

4.

3. Divide supervisors into small groups.

2.

1.

V Fifth Activity: 10 Minutes (Optional)

-

Supervisor Lesson

Resolving Conflicts

3

Page 17
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Supervisor Lesson 1

294

1

Thank them for their support and say good-bye.

7.

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

Remind them of their post-session date and time.

6.

5. welcome any observations, input, or suggestions during the training.

them of the workplace payoff.

Encourage their support of employees during this training.

3.

4. Remind

Remind supervisors of the training goal.

2.

Restate the objectives for this session.

Ending: 5 Minutes

Activities

Supervisor Lesson

Resolving Conflicts

295

Page 19
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296

Work

At

Winning

Job Link

Supervisor Lesson 2

Getting Along With Co-Workers

Resolving Conflicts

297

Supervisor Lesson 2

293

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

within this particular company.

299

serving as a facilitator for future implementation of the conflict resolution knowledge and skills

The last activity gives supervisors an opportunity to explore "What's Next?" with the instructor

followed by a question-and-answer, open-discussion.

The instructor then presents observations, evaluations, and recommendations based on ihe training
sessions and post assessments. ROI is evaluated in light of supervisor/instructor comments. This is

discussion of their observations and reactions.

The session begins with supervisors filling out a Post-Survey, which becomes the basis for a

determine ways to extend the training into continued workplace application.
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This session is intended to help supervisors evaluate the training their employees were given and to

'V Lesson Description

Supervisor Lesson 2

Resolving Conflicts 'T

Receive information to help

light of present and future
benefit

Evaluate the training given in

Supervisor Lesson 2

'T Key

Hardware
mormanncv

19an""berlINICIOIR

Large Group

0)04

301

Discussion

Ending- Large Group

5 min.
15 min.
15 min.
10mM.
10 min.
5 min.
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Sign-in Sheet

Opening- Large Group
First Activity- Large Group
Second Activity- Large Group
Third Activity- Large Group
Fourth Activity- Small Groups

Small Groups
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Handouts

"What's Next?" (Supervisor Handout 6)

Handouts

"Conflict Resolution Objectives:
1, T-3)
Lessons 1-6" (Sup.
"What's Next?" (Supervisor Transparency 7)

Transparencies

IUmnlor

TranildrIMT

Paper and pencils (1 for each person)
4. Blank transparencies (3)
5. Posters from Student Lesson 6
3.

2.

Overhead
Markers

Total Time: 60 minutes

Hardware
1.

Classroom Set-up

JobLink
Materials Needed

Transparencies

implementation.
3. Determine next-step applications
for the workplace.

2.

1.

By completing this lesson, supervisors
will be able to:

Objectives

Supervisor Lesson 2

Resolving Conflicts

Supervisor Lesson 2

302

Supervisor Lesson 2

Resolving Conflicts

Joitkik

lb frodernand why Wiri-Vfin options Ile better solutions.
Tb moist same practical and personal workplace cordicti

lb identify and improve effective spelling and listening ails
lb use communication toob appropriately in conflict tesolutions.
lb improve communication and understanding arnong employes who MN native
Engish sputa% employees for whom English b a second language (ES). and
employees from different whom.

lb mate and use guidelines for respectful and constructive disagmement
lb apply these guidelines to the workplace in an effort to minimize conflict damage
To um strategies necessary kir cleating future possibilities of conflict nachzion

tomanlip 41114p1WOS

brovlsorlinmwermly
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Supervisor
Transparency 3

CATIVO 0101

lb lean otrategies for conflict prevention
lb develop woticplace application for preventive meastres.
TO present what has been learned as a tactful product for the company.

kproba Yuen I

3.

2

I.

Tonfikts. Nwellnp 'am OW st W Owe

To iden* and aeate company resources fateful in conflict tesolution

conflict&

To identify inner conflicts arel ways of managing them
Tb develop strategies and alternative ways of breaking cycles of anger and other inner

Othwevw of Workdrop

3.

2

I.

Otleelhan Of Workshop & illanwprw Ws Mallets WNW

&

2

I.

Cit1001101 Of matrao -wm to Sem NW ROC

&

2

I.

eansevevor

fittgacisos of Workshop I, "fools for Canaan Rosoludow Opoirkw Incl UsesnInp

3.

2

Ckgsallass 0 VICOMINOP 'ChhichIng W1n-Win
I.
To identify your own conflict-management style

lAUsithcai 0121

lb identify (a) ways of ambition that help and (hi ways that Nnclot
lb cmderstand the meanirg of cormsta

motor

To identifY common workplace conflicts

I.
3.

2

01W0hs of Maim 1. lisahlkylnp Welpheo CONOCO and Ilfalfs Of Bowman*

connnudvd7 and mak*

GPI& TO Id, rldeal (I) Inlekr$10/4 MASCO MOM mid (2) dodop *lb* hafffkg =Ps

Conflict Resolution Objectives: Lessons 1-6

C.011.1 "1,

lup.. L
11.1 Resolving
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Encourage them to share their observations, reactions, and evaluations of the training sessions
and/or themselves.

2. Record supervisor's comments and bring them back to Job Link.

1.

V First Activity: 15 Minutes

c." Activities

Supervisor Lesson 2

Resolving Conflicts

Supervisor Lesson 2

303

and cell.
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questions and clarifications.

309

Present student-made posters as a graphic, concise evaluation of what has been learned..
Encourage the use of these posters within the company. Explore with supervisors the possibilities
of awarding the best poster (or all posters) some special honor by the company, department

participation, etc.). Make a copy for Job Link.

3. Allow for

2.
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Job Link

share your observations, evaluations, and recommendations based on the six sessions and
assessment tools. (Tre/Post surveys/tests, final posters, "Conflict Resolution Logs," dass

r Second Activity: 15 Minutes

Activities

Supervisor Lesson 2

Resolving Conflicts .7

Supervisor Lesson 2

310

2.
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Facilitate an open discussion as to what this all means for the company, the employees, and
the supervisors.
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jobLink

Lead supervisors in a discussion of an evaluation of present and future ROI for their company
("Be on the lookout for future benefits"), based on their previous comments and evaluations.

Third Activity: 10 Minutes

).
lictsvittaes

Supervisor Lesson 2

Resolving Conflicts

ob

Supervisor Lesson 2

312

Supervisor Lesson 2

Resolving Conflicts V

2

How did you see the training being used back at work?

What are you curnintly doing to support the training your employees ham received?

What could you do that you are not doing row to support the continued use of the skills
your employees learred in alining?

Where do you recommend we go from here?

2

&

4.

5.

La

i8

,5
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Supervisor
Handout 6, Transparency 7

Uppett 0104 by ce. Comm., Callbp Meta

What aspects of the training did you find helpful for your employees?

Jobilth

I.

Whars Next?

Resolving Conflicts

lupriar Loa tton

IMO
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Supervisor Lesson 2

314

Trensinrwm

Nsneout

014. T.7)
IRIPNVIKR

If appropriate, recommend other JobLink modules or resources as bridges for the desired steps.

6.

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

Determine together whether there is any consensus-and if so, indicate it.

5.

315

write their steps on a blank transparency.

4.

supervisors to share some of their steps with the whole group.

Page 33

JobLink

Distribute, project and ask them to discuss "What's Next?'; so as to explore the next steps in
implemenfing conflict-resolution training and skill development.

Divide supervisors into small groups.

3. Ask

2.

.

Fourth Activity: 10 Minutes

Activities

Supervisor Lesson 2

Resolving Conflicts

Supervisor Lesson 2

Restate, in summary form, the goals and objectives of the Conflict Resolution lesson, as well as
those of the supervisor sessions.

Copyright C)1996 by Coast Community College District

collect materials and say good-bye!

316

4.

will bring further ROI.

317

3. Thank supervisors for their time, participation, and support. Remind them that their investment

module.
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2. Encourage ongoing implementation, involvement and support of what has been learned in this

1.

Ending: 5 Minutes

Activities

Supervisor Lesson 2

Resolving Conflicts

Resolving Conflicts I"

Supervisor Lesson

jobLink

1

Conflict Resolution Survey
1.

What are the most frequent kinds of conflicts in the workplace?

2.

How do people at work usually deal with conflicts? (Check as many as apply to your worksite.)

Gossip or spread rumors
Get a supervisor to solve the conflict

Get angry
Avoid the conflict
Listen to one another carefully
Look for revenge in some way
Force others to do it their way
Talk directly to the people involved
Have a meeting to talk it over

Let it go
Silently resist

Try to understand the other persons
point of view
Other

Take sides
3.

How do you usually deal with a company conflict or with a personal conflict?

4.

How do you wish people would handle conflicts?

5.

What effects do unresolved conflicts have on people? On companies?

6.

Describe your companys policy for dealing with conflicts in the workplace.

7.

How could we prevent workplace conflicts?

318
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1

Conflict Resolution Objectives: Lessons 1-6
Goals: To help students (1) understand workplace conflicts and (2) develop skills for handling conflicts
constructively and creatively.

Objectives of Workshop 1: "Identifying Workplace Conflicts and Ways of Resolution"
1.
To identify common workplace conflicts.
To identify (a) ways of resolution that help and (b) ways that hinder.
2.
To understand the meaning of consensus.
3.
Objectives of Workshop 2: "Developing a Win-Win Attitude"
To identify your own conflict-management style.
1.
To
understand why Win-Win options are better solutions.
2.
To resolve some practical and personal workplace conflicts. [AU:"practical" OP]
3.
Objectives of Workshop 3: "Tools for Conflict Resolution: Speaking and Listening
Constructively"
To identify and improve effective speaking and listening skills.
1.
To use communication tools appropriately in conflict resolutions.
2.
To improve communication and understanding among employees who are native
3.
English speakers, employees for whom English is a second language (ESL), and
employees from different cultures.
ObjeCtives of Workshop 4: "HOW to Have a Fair Fight"
To create and use guidelines for respectful and constructive disagreement.
1.
To apply these guidelines to the workplace in an effort to minimize conflict damage.
2.
To use strategies necessary for creating future possibilities of conflict resolution.
3.

Objectives of Workshop 5: "Managing the Conflicts Within"
To identify inner conflicts and ways of managing them.
1.
To develop strategies and alternative ways of breaking cydes of anger and other inner
2.
conflicts.
3.

To identify and create company resources useful in conflict resolution.

Objectives of Workshop 6: "Conflicts: Heading 'em Off at the Pass"
To learn strategies for conflict prevention.
1.
To develop workplace application for preventive measures.
2.
To present what has been learned as a useful product for the company.
3.

319
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1

ROI

(

) Effects of unresolved conflicts or poor resolution skills:

( + ) Effects of resolved conflicts or good resolution skills:

Comments/Questions:
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1

Supervisor's Role in Training
Generally it would be helpful to be aware of what your employees are working on each week.
Your list of "Lesson Objectives: 1-6" will help you do this. It would be beneficial to read some of the
material and do some of the activities along with them.
(Being "in it " with them will yield the greatest payoff.) A packet of materials will be given to you
for this purpose. These are general guidelines you may use as time and opportunity permit As you
know, the more time and energy invested, the higher will be the return-for the employee, yourself, and
this company.

Lesson 1: Identify Conflicts and Ways of Resolution in the Workplace
What you can do:
What to watch for:
Questions to ask:
Discussion topics:

Go over the Conflict Resolution Logs with your employees.
Employees will begin "Conflict Resolution Logs" this week.
"What is conflict resolution?' 'What conflicts do you see in the workplace
that effect your job?'
How do conflicts negatively affect our productivity and morale? What can
we do to reach consensus?

Lesson 2: Developing a "Win-Win" Attitude
What you can do:
What to watch for:
Questions to ask:
Discussion topics:

Continue participation and discussion of the "Logs7 Read "A Hole in the
Boat" Encourage the vocabulary discussion of, and applications of a "WinWin" mindset within teams, cells, and departments.
Application of a "Win-Win" mindset in resolving conflicts.
"What is a "Win -Win" mindset?' "How can we apply it to resolving
conflicts?'
Discuss how the "Hole in the Boat' applies to work situations.

Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict Resolution: Speaking and Listening Constructively

What you can do:
What to watch for:
Questions to ask:

Continue observations, entries, and discussion of "Logs7 Read
"Communication Tips" and do the "Self-Evaluation7 Read "ESL & CrossCultural Communication7 Encourage ESL workers to practice their skills.
Employees asking more questions for understanding.
"How does being a good communicator aid in conflict resolution?' "Which
of the communication skills do you think you are good at?' "Which of the
communication skills would you like to get better at?' "How do you plan to
do that?"

Discussion topics:

How can we help each other communicate better?

321
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Supervisor Handout 4

Supervisor's Role in Training
(continued)
Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

What you can do:

What to watch for:
Questions to ask:
Discussion topics:

Continue participating in the discussion of the "Logs': Read "Tips for
Disagreements" and "Strategies7 Encourage their implementation. Give any
observations, feedback , or suggestions to the trainer so that any necessary
adjustments might be made.
ConstTuctive disagreements, respectful arguments, uses of strategies in
resolving conflicts.
Are you using any strategies in your training to help in disagreements? Has
anyone been respectful to you during a recent conflict?
"Dog eat dog world': Rules for a fair fight Strategies and tips for
disagreements.

Lesson 5: Managing the Conflicts Within

What you can do:

Continue observations, entries, and discussion of "Logs7 Read "Seeing
Another Point of View...." Do and discuss "Workplace Resources7 Read
"Another War Encourage employees to use their knowledge and skills at

home and at work
What to watch for:
Questions to ask:
Discussion topics:

Ways employees try to break the cydes of anger. People who demonstrate
skill in finding helpful alternatives to dealing with anger at work.
What resources are available or needed at our worksite to help in conflict
and anger resolution?
What strategies could we implement in our department to better manage
conflicts and anger?

Lesson 6: Conflicts: Heading 'Ern Off at the Pass

What you can do:

Continue work on "Logs7 Help conflict observation, conflict management ,
and "win-win" become mindsets in your work arena. Reread the "Conflict
Resolution Objectives: Lessons 1-67 Reread "Workplace as Community by
Peck. Appreciate and encourage your employees with regard to their training
efforts and applications to the workplace. Be interested in their project

What to watch for:

posters and find ways to bring the ideas into other parts of your area or
company. Continually emphasize the ROI aspect of conflict resolutions.
Employees implementation of training in specific worksite contexts. Ways to

Questions to ask:

facilitate conflict resolution strategies and/prevention. The effect of conflict
resolutions on company ROI
How can our department transfer the conflict resolution training and build

Discussion Topics:

Supervisor Lesson 1

it into the structures of our company? How can each situation in my
department become a "win-win" possibility?
How can we continually implement simple strategies, such as "what we
learned in Kindergarten," in preventative ways and in conflict resolution?
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1

All I Really Needed to Learn, I Learned in Kindergarten
"I realized then that I already know most of what's necessary to live a meaningful life that it isn't
all that complicated. I know it. And have known it for a long, long time. Living it -well, that's another
matter, yes? Here's my Credo:
"All I really need to know about how to live and what to do and how to be I learned in
kindergarten. Wisdom was not at the top of the graduate-school mountain, but there in the sandpile of
Sunday School. These are the things I learned:
"Share everything. Play fair. Don't hit people. Put things back where you found them. Clean up
your own mess. Don't take things that aren't yours. Say you're sorry when you hurt somebody. Wash
your hands before you eat. Flush. Warm cookies and milk are good for you. Live a balanced life-learn
some and think some and draw and paint and sing and dance and play and work every day some. Take
a nap every afternoon. When you go out into the world, watch for traffic, hold hands, and stick
together. Be aware of wonder. Remember the little seed in the Styrofoam cup: the roots go down and the
plants go up and nobody really knows how or why, but we are all like that. Goldfish and hamsters and
white mice and even the little seed in the Styrofoam cup-they all die. So do we. And then remember the
Dick-and-Jane books and the first word you learned-the biggest word of all-LOOK.
"Everything you need to know is in there somewhere. The Golden Rule and love and basic
sanitation. Ecology and politics and equality and sane living.
'Take any one of those items and extrapolate it to your family life or your work or your
government or your world and it holds true and dear and firm!'
Robert Fulgham

For each application under "Kindergarten," find an application helpful for adult
"PersonaVCompany" conflicts:
PersonaVCompany

Kindergarten
1.

Share everything.

1.

2.

Play fair.

2.

3.

Don't hit people.

3

4.

Put things back where
you found them.

4.

5.

Clean up your own mess.

5.

6.

Don't take things that aren't yours.

6.

Supervisor Lesson 1
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All I Really Needed to Learn, I Learned in Kindergarten
(continued)
Say you're sorry when
you hurt somebody.

7.

8.

Wash your hands before you eat

8.

9.

Flush.

9.

10.

Warm cookies and milk are good for you. 10.

11.

Live a balanced fife-learn some and

7.

11.

think some and draw and paint and
sing and dance and play and work
every day some.
12.

Take a nap every afternoon.

12.

13.

When you go out into the

13.

world, watch for traffic,
hold hands, and stick together.
14.

Be aware of wonder. Remember the
little seed in the Styrofoam cup: the

14.

roots go down and the plants go up
and nobody really knows how or why,
but we are all like that
15.

Goldfish and hamsters and white mice
and even the little seed in the Styro-foam
cup-they all die. So do we.

15.

16.

And then remember the Dick-and-Jane
books and the first word you learnedthe biggest word of all-LOOK.

16.

(Think of your schooling, your parents, your culture, your experience. What can you add?)
17.

17.

18.

18.

19.

19.

20.

20.

Supervisor Lesson I
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2

What's Next?
1.

What aspects of the training did you find helpful for your employees?

2.

How did you see the training being used back at work?

3.

What are you currently doing to support the training your employees have received?

4.

What could you do that you are not doing now to support the continued use of the skills
your employees learned in training?

5.

Where do you recommend we go from here?

325
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1

Conflicts at our Company
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1

Conflict Resolution Survey
1.

What are the most frequent kinds of conflicts in the workplace?

2.

How do people at work usually deal with conflicts? (Check as many as apply to your worksite.)

Gossip or spread rumors
Get a supervisor to solve the conflict

Get angry
Avoid the conflict
Listen to one another carefully
Look for revenge in some way
Force others to do it their way
Talk directly to the people involved
Have a meeting to talk it over
Take sides

Let it go
Silently resist

Try to understand the other persons
point of view
Other

3.

How do you usually deal with a company conflict or with a personal conflict?

4.

How do you wish people would handle conflicts?

5.

What effects do unresolved conflicts have on people? On companies?

6.

Describe your companys policy for dealing with conflicts in the workplace.

7.

How could we prevent workplace conflicts?

3
Supervisor Lesson 1
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1

Conflict Resolution Objectives: Lessons 1-6
Goals: To help students (1) understand workplace conflicts and (2) develop skills for handling conflicts
constructively and creatively.

Objectives of Workshop 1: "Identifying Workplace Conflicts and Ways of Resolution"
To identify common workplace conflicts.
1.
To identify (a) ways of resolution that help and (b) ways that hinder.
2.
To understand the meaning of consensus.
3.
Objectives of Workshop 2: "Developing a Win-Win Attitude"
To identify your own conflict-management style.
1.
To understand why Win-Win options are better solutions.
2.
To resolve some practical and personal workplace conflicts. [AU:"practical" OKM
3.

Objectives of Workshop 3: "Tools for Conflict Resolution: Speaking and Listening
Constructively"
To identify and improve effective speaking and listening skills.
1.
To use communication tools appropriately in conflict resolutions.
2.
To improve communication and understanding among employees who are native
3.
English speakers, employees for whom English is a second language (ESL), and
employees from different cultures.

Objectives of Workshop 4: "HOW to Have a Fair Fight"
To create and use guidelines for respectful and constructive disagreement.
1.
To apply these guidelines to the workplace in an effort to minimize conflict damage.
2.
To use strategies necessary for creating future possibilities of conflict resolution.
3.
Conflicts Within"
Objectives of Workshop 5: "Managing the
To
identify
inner
conflicts
and
ways
of
managing them.
1.
To develop strategies and alternative ways of breaking cycles of anger and other inner
2.
conflicts.
3.

To identify and create company resources useful in conflict resolution.

Objectives of Workshop 6: "Conflicts: Heading 'em Off at the Pass"
To learn strategies for conflict prevention.
1.
To develop workplace application for preventive measures.
2.
To present what has been learned as a useful product for the company.
3.

323
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ROI

(

) Effects of unresolved conflicts or poor resolution skills:

( + ) Effects of resolved conflicts or good resolution skills:

Comments/Questions:
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Supervisor's Role in Training
Generally it would be helpful to be aware of what your employees are working on each week.
Your list of "Lesson Objectives: 1-6" will hdp you do this. It would be beneficial to read some of the
material and do some of the activities along with them.
(Being "in it with them will yield the greatest payoff) A packet of materials will be given to you
for this purpose. These are general guidelines you may use as time and opportunity permit As you
know, the more time and energy invested, the higher will be the return-for the employee, yourself, and
this company.

Lesson 1: identtfy Conflicts and Ways of Resolution in the Workplace
What you can do:
What to watch for:
Questions to ask:
Discussion topics:

Go over the Conflict Resolution Logs with your employees.
Employees will begin "Conflict Resolution Logs" this week.
"What is conflict resolution?" "What conflicts do you see in the workplace
that effect your job?"
How do conflicts negatively affect our productivity and morale? What can
we do to reach consensus?

Lesson 2: Developing a "Win-Win" Attitude
What you can do:
What to watch for:
Questions to ask:

Continue participation and discussion of the "Logs7 Read "A Hole in the
Boat" Encourage the vocabulary, discussion of, and applications of a "WinWin" mindset within teams, cells, and departments.
Application of a "Win-Win" mindset in resolving conflicts.
"What is a "Win -Win" mindset?" "How can we apply it to resolving
conflicts?"

Discussion topics:

Discuss how the "Hole in the Boat" applies to work situations.

Lesson 3: Tools for Conflict Resolution: Speaking and Listening Constructively

What you can do:
What to watch for:
Questions to ask:

Discussion topics:

Continue observations, entries, and discussion of "Logs7 Read
"Communication Tips" and do the "Self-Evaluation7 Read "ESL & CrossCultural Communication7 Encourage ESL workers to practice their skills.
Employees asking more questions for understanding.
"How does being a good communicator aid in conflict resolution?" "Which
of the communication skills do you think you are good at?" "Which of the
communication skills would you like to get better at?" "How do you plan to
do that?"
How can we help each other communicate better?

330
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Supervisor's Role in Training
(continued)
Lesson 4: How to Have a Fair Fight

What you can do:

What to watch for:
Questions to ask:
Discussion topics:

Continue participating in the discussion of the "Logs'? Read 'Tips for
Disagreements" and "Strategies" Encourage their implementation. Give any
observations, feedback , or suggestions to the trainer so that any necessary
adjustments might be made.
Constructive disagreements, respectful arguments, uses of strategies in
resolving conflicts.
Are you using any strategies in your training to help in disagreements? Has
anyone been respectful to you during a recent conflict?
"Dog eat dog world" Rules for a fair fight Strategies and tips for
disagreements.

Lesson 5: Managing the Conflicts Within

What you can do:

What to watch for:
Questions to ask:
Discussion topics:

Continue observations, entries, and discussion of °Logs" Read "Seeing
Another Point of View...." Do and discuss "Workplace Resources7 Read
"Another Way7 Encourage employees to use their knowledge and skills at
home and at work.
Ways employees try to break the cycles of anger. People who demonstrate
skill in finding helpful alternatives to dealing with anger at work.
What resources are available or needed at our worksite to help in conflict
and anger resolution?
What strategies could we implement in our department to better manage
conflicts and anger?

Lesson 6: Conflicts: Heading 'Em Off at the Pass

What you can do:

What to watch for:
Questions to ask:

Discussion Topics:

Continue work on "Logs7 Help conflict observation, conflict management ,
and "win-win" become mindsets in your work arena. Reread the "Conflict
Resolution Objectives: Lessons 1-6" Reread "Workplace as Community " by
Peck. Appreciate and encourage your employees with regard to their training
efforts and applications to the workplace. Be interested in their project
posters and find ways to bring the ideas into other parts of your area or
company. Continually emphasize the ROI aspect of conflict resolutions.
Employees implementation of training in specific worksite contexts. Ways to
facilitate conflict resolution strategies and/prevention. The effect of conflict
resolutions on company ROI
How can our department transfer the conflict resolution training and build
it into the structures of our company? How can each situation in my
department become a "win-win" possibility?
How can we continually implement simple strategies, such as "what we
learned in Kindergarten," in preventative ways and in conflict resolution?
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All I Really Needed to Learn, I Learned in Kindergarten
"I realized then that I already know most of what's necessary to live a meaningful life that it isn't
all that complicated. I know it. And have known it for a long, long time. Living it -well, that's another
matter, yes? Here's my Credo:
"All I really need to know about how to live and what to do and how to be I learned in
kindergarten. Wisdom was not at the top of the graduate-school mountain, but there in the sandpile of
Sunday SchooL These are the things I learned:
"Share everything. Play fair. Don't hit people. Put things back where you found them. Clean up
your own mess. Don't take things that aren't yours. Say you're sony when you hurt somebody. Wash
your hands before you eat. Flush. Warm cookies and milk are good for you. Live a balanced life-learn
some and think some and draw and paint and sing and dance and play and work every day some. Take
a nap every afternoon When you go out into the world, watch for traffic, hold hands, and stick
together. Be aware of wonder. Remember the little seed in the Styrofoam cup: the roots go down and the
plants go up and nobody really knows how or why, but we are all like that. Goldfish and hamsters and
white mice and even the little seed in the Styrofoam cup-they all die. So do we. And then remember the
Dick-and-Jane books and the first word you learned-the biggest word of all-LOOK.
"Everything you need to know is in there somewhere. The Golden Rule and love and basic
sanitation. Ecology and politics and equality and sane living.
'Take any one of those items and extrapolate it to your family life or your work or your
government or your world and it holds true and dear and firm7
Robert Fulgham

For each application under "Kindergarten," find an application helpful for adult
"Personal/Company" conflicts:
Personal/Company

Kindergarten
1.

Share everything.

1.

2.

Play fair.

2.

3.

Don't hit people.

3

4.

Put things back where
you found them.

4.

5.

Clean up your own mess.

5.

6.

Don't take things that aren't yours.

6.
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All I Really Needed to Learn, I Learned in Kindergarten
(continued)
Say you're son), when
you hurt somebody.

7.

8.

Wash your hands before you eat

8.

9.

Flush.

9.

10.

Warm cookies and milk are good for you. 10.

11.

Live a balanced life-learn some and
think some and draw and paint and
sing and dance and play and work
every day some.

11.

12.

Take a nap every afternoon.

12.

13.

When you go out into the

13.

7.

world, watch for traffic,
hold hands, and stick together.
14.

Be aware of wonder. Remember the
little seed in the Styrofoam cup: the

14.

roots go down and the plants go up
and nobody really knows how or why,
but we are all like that
15.

Goldfish and hamsters and white mice
and even the little seed in the Styro-foam
cup-they all die. So do we.

15.

16.

And then remember the Dick-and-Jane
books and the first word you learnedthe biggest word of all-LOOK.

16.

(Think of your schooling your parents, your culture, your experience. What can you add?)
17.

17.

18.

18.

19.

19.

20.

20
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Resolving Conflicts

Supervisor Lesson

jobLink

2

What's Next?
1.

What aspects of the training did you find helpful for your employees?

2.

How did you see the training being used back at work?

3.

What are you currently doing to support the training your employees have
received?

4.

What could you do that you are not doing now to support the continued use
of the skills your employees learned in training?

5.

Where do you recommend we go from here?
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